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FOCUS: DEMOLITION/WASTE/RECYCLING & ATTACHMENTS

COMPACT HEADQUARTERS
• Skid-Steer Loaders • Compact Track & Mini
Loaders • Compact Excavators • Utility Vehicles
• Toolcats • Telehandlers • Attachments

CAT 988H (2011)

NEW • USED • SALES • RENTALS • SERVICE

•
•
•
•

Next Auction: Mar 25th @ 12pm & Mar 26th @ 9am
Industrial Equipment, Repos, Government & Rec. Vehicles

• CALL for Price & Details

“Post It—Sell It—Buy It—Get It”on:

705-566-8190
416-770-7706

14,765 Frame Hours
0 Hours on Rebuilt Engine
Trans / Torque @ 9,653 Hrs
Trans Case / Park Brake @ 9,653
Hrs
Pumps / Valves @ 9,653 Hrs
CAT TA1 Inspection & Press Checks
CAT Oil Samples
NEW L-5 Re-Cap Tires
10 CY Spade Bucket – Recent RBLT
All Needed Repairs Being
Completed

•
•
•
•
•
•

ONLINE AUCTIONS

See Our Ad on Page A5

Quality,
Reconditioned
Equipment
Since 1976

Sales, Rentals &
Rental Purchase

MARKETPLACE

www.bmcdowell.com
sales@bmcdowell.com

SEE OUR AD
ON PAGE A6

Contact John or Mark at:

1-800-265-5747

www.marcelequipment.com

ONLINE HEAVY
EQUIPMENT &
TRANSPORTATION
AUCTIONS

- UPCOMING AUCTIONS Barrie, ON

March 22, 2022

(1 of 2) 2018 Mack GU813
Granite

Hamilton, ON
April 27, 2022

®

2009 Komatsu PC200LC-8
Excavator

1-888-376-3155 • AllStarAuctions.ca

1-844-933-4424

sales@cgequipment.com
For a free quote visit:

44 Line 9 South, Oro-Medonte, ON L0L 1T0

1-855-625-0941

ontariobw.ca

(416) 640-1442

obw

WE ARE YOUR ONE STOP SHOP FOR

TRAFFIC SAFETY SOLUTIONS!

E Q U I P M E N T

1.800.556.9452

EECI220182

Consign Today! Consignment Commission Capped For Sellers

GET IN TOUCH

amiattachments.com

SALES

PARTS

SERVICE

sales@creightonrock.com

RENTALS
SERVICE
SALES
CRDs TOP OF THE
LINE BEAKERS

• Electronic traffic control
• Light Towers
• Delineation
• Truck Mounted

• Signage/Custom Signage Attenuation
• Barrier Walls
• Crash/Impact Attenuation
• Crowd Control & Fencing

SALES | INSTALLATION | RENTALS

We have plenty of
options to suit
your next project.

CRDCREIGHTON.COM

SERVING CANADA TOPLIFT.COM

AFTERMARKET PARTS EXPERTS!
EXCAVATORS & ATTACHMENTS

UNDERCARRIAGE EXPERTS!

AUTHORIZED DISTRIBUTOR

• Engines
• Transmissions
• Pumps
• Filters
• Cabs

• Rubber Tracks
• Pins & Bushings
• Electrical Parts
• Bearings
• Seats & More....

1-800-263-4597
www.essltd.com

EQUIPMENT SALES & SERVICE LIMITED

DOOSAN • CATERPILLAR • LINK-BELT
1-833-981-4278

sales@deltapower.ca

https://bit.ly/deltapowerconstruction

EXCAVATORS &
ATTACHMENT RENTALS
WWW.ALDENRENTS.COM

Publications Mail Agreement: 40063867

1-800-268-0182
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POWERSCREEN

PREMIERTRAK 400
28” x 44” jaw, hyd. crusher adjust system for un-crushable materials, direct
drive, diesel power. Ideal for sand & gravel, blasted rock, river rock, C&D
waste, overburden, foundry waste, processed ores, processed minerals.

POWERSCREEN

EVOQUIP

CEDARAPIDS
CHR1113R
IMPACTOR/SCREEN PLANT

COBRA 230
IMPACT CRUSHER

TRAKPACTOR 320SR
IMPACT CRUSHER

6’x16’ 2-deck screen, 450 hp T4F Scania Diesel, 150
kW generator, 48”x18’ vibrating grizzly feeder with 6’
stepped 2-deck grizzly.

3.4yd3 hopper capacity, integrated pre-screen for fines
removal, 34”x24” crusher inlet, hydraulic overload
protection, 36” conveyor, diesel power.
Great for Construction & Demolition, Asphalt
Recycling, Quarrying or Contract Crushing.

Double deck 11’ x 5’ screen, bolt in cartridge grizzly,
highly fuel efficient direct drive system.
Excellent reduction and high consistency of product shape in recycling, demolition and quarry
applications.

Great value for processing shot rock as well as
concrete and asphalt recycle materials!

CONTACT

POWERSCREEN
OF CANADA
Toll-Free: 1877-797-7276
Email: psc@powerscreencanada.com

800 Farewell Street, Oshawa
Ontario, L1H 6N5, Canada

psc@powerscreencanada.com
powerscreencanada.com

A

®

TER EX B R A ND

CEDARAPIDS

WASHING SYSTEMS
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New Holland launches
rough-terrain forklift
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CAT introduces new
D1 Mulcher
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CASE gives first look
at electric excavator
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CAT ISSUES NEW
CHALLENGE TO OPERATORS
The 2022/23 Global Operator Challenge will be a 3-round contest, incorporating
a wider range of machines and taking place in nearly 40 countries.
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The debate over "right to repair" rages on in Canada
Last year, Bill C-272, proposed by MP Bryan May
of Cambridge, Ontario,
received unanimous
approval in its second reading at Parliament.
This bill proposed amendments to the Copyright Act
regarding the “right to repair.”
The new legislation would
allow access to a machine’s
embedded source code
through third-party devices
for the purposes of maintenance or repair.
However, an election was
called, causing the bill to die
before final approval.
Now, the conversation
about right to repair is ramping up again. On February
4th, Bill C-231 (An Act to
amend the Competition Act
(vehicle repair)) saw its first
reading in the House.
The order in the bill
states, “The Tribunal may
make an order requiring the
manufacturer of a vehicle

to provide the independent
repair provider with access
to the diagnostic and repair
information described in
subsection (1)—or make
service parts available for
purchase by the provider—
on the same terms and in
the same manner as the
manufacturer makes the
information and parts available to authorized repair
providers.”
There is much debate over
whether or not manufacturers should be made to give
diagnostic and repair information to third-parties.
On one hand, the complexity of a machine’s technology
is getting so sophisticated
that many repair shops can’t
afford the costs associated
with retrieving diagnostic
and repair information or
the training and education
needed to understand it.
This puts independent repair
providers at a disadvantage

compared to authorized repair providers.
On the other hand, the
push for this type of legislation brings up concerns
for manufacturers regarding
things like safety and security
risks, emissions regulations,
intellectual property rights,
warranty violations and the
trade-in/resale of modified
equipment.
The proposed amendments in Bill C-231 also
states that “Nothing in this
section is to be interpreted
as requiring the disclosure
of any information that is a
trade secret.”
I think that this is a vague,
blanket statement that needs
to be further defined.
In general, I feel empathic
toward independent repair
providers in this situation.
My step-father is a mechanic
and owns a used car dealership and repair shop, so I
have heard about how frus-

Max Carrington // Editor

editor@equipmentjournal.com

trating it can be to work with
increasingly sophisticated
technologies in vehicles.
Moreover, the technology
in heavy equipment is seeing the same rapid rate of
sophistication as other industries are, which makes
me interested in hearing
from readers about how you
feel this could impact our
industry. Feel free to reach
out with any thoughts.
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ARA forecasts positive revenue growth for US and Canada equipment rental markets
The latest updated quarterly American Rental
Association (ARA) forecast
for equipment rental revenue now calls for a 10.2
percent increase in 2022
to reach $52.7 billion in
the United States, a slight
increase from the previous forecast in October
2021, reflecting the positive influence of expected
increases in infrastructure
spending.
The revenue forecast also
calls for equipment rental,
which includes construction, industrial and general
tool revenue, to increase
by 6 percent in 2023, 2.9
percent in 2024 and 3.4 percent in 2025 to reach $59.5
billion.
Scott Hazelton, director,
economics and country risk,
IHS Markit, Andover, Mass.,
the company that provides
data and analysis for the
ARA Rentalytics forecasting
service, says the continued
strong forecast for growth
corresponds with the optimism within the industry.
"This is a market that
will surpass the peak revenue levels of 2019. That
means the impact of the
coronavirus (COVID-19) on
equipment rental revenue
will be unwound by the end
of the year," Hazelton says.
Construction and in-

dustrial equipment rental
revenue is expected to lead
the way with a 12 percent
increase in 2022 to $38.9
billion while general tool is
expected to grow by 5 percent to reach $13.9 billion
this year.
The largest uncertainty
facing the industry that
could impact the U.S. forecast is the current rate of
inflation, which was re-

cently reported to be 7.5
percent, year over year.
"It is clear that supply
chains have a lot to do with
the current inflation rate
and unwinding the current
backlogs will increase the
supply of goods and bring
prices back down," says
John McClelland, Ph.D.,
ARA vice president for government affairs and chief
economist.

"However, if it takes too
long to unwind the supply
chain bottlenecks, inflation
can get backed into things
like wages and cause the
Federal Reserve to act more
aggressively, slowing economic growth, which could
have negative effects on the
equipment and event rental
industry," McClelland says.
Although supply chain
issues have caused delays

www.bmcdowell.com

in delivery of fleet to equipment rental companies,
the ARA forecast projects
a 36.7 percent increase in
investment in inventory to
reach $14.4 billion in 2022,
exceeding the previous annual high of nearly $13.8
billion spent in 2019.
The forecast calls for another investment increase
of 10.1 percent in 2023 to
reach nearly $15.9 billion.

The AR A forecast for
equipment rental revenue
in Canada mirrors the positive expectations of the
United States, calling for
5.5 percent growth in 2022
to reach nearly
$4.4 billion followed by
growth of 5.7 percent in
2023, 3.5 percent in 2024
and 1.8 percent in 2025 to
reach nearly $4.9 billion.

sales@bmcdowell.com

416.770.7706 or 705.566.8190
GTA & SUDBURY HEAVY EQUIPMENT SALES, RENTALS & REPAIRS

WE ARE YOUR SOURCE FOR PARTS

JUST ARRIVED FOR PARTS
• CAT 350II 6X6 TRUCK
• VOLVO A35D 6X6 TRUCK
• CAT 988B LOADER
• CAT 924H LOADER
• CAT 769D ROCK TRUCK
• BOBCAT S175 SKIDSTEER
• BOBCAT 518 TELEHANDLER

• SANDVIK TH430,LH410
• CAT AD45
• COPCO ST7 AXLES,MT5020
• 2X JOHN DEERE 544 LOADERS
COMPLETE $10,000 FOR BOTH
OR BUY THE PARTS, 17.5R
GOOD TIRES

SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON!
• 2 SHOPS & 14 BAYS
• HIGHLY RECOMMENDED REPAIR SHOP WITH LONG TIME
EMPLOYEES
• KNOWLEDGEABLE, TRAINED, PARTS PROFESSIONALS

OEM PARTS
& SERVICE

Compaction

Compact Equipment

Trailers/Floats

Hammers

Wheel Loaders

Carriers

Air Compressors
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SALES, RENTALS
&
RENTAL PURCHASE

LONDON, ONTARIO, CANADA
Contact John or Mark at:
1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123
Email: sales@marcelequipment.com

Since 1976

UNITS SOLD WITH WARRANTY
WE ALSO RENT EQUIPMENT
$CALL
REBUILT CAT 826H COMPACTORS - 0 Hours
Components Rebuilt, Complete Machine Recondition, 3 year CAT Component Warranty.
40 Compactors to choose from.

CONTACT MARK or JOHN

1-800-265-5747 or 519-686-1123

$CALL
Reconditioned/Rebuilt CAT 816F’s
Choice of 8
All Needed Reconditioning Completed, Work Ready
with Warranty.

SOLD
$CALL

$CALL
CAT 390FL (2016) - 8,210 Hours
32’ Boom, 14’5” Stick, Coupler
41” Pads, Service and SOS record available.
Very Clean & Straight.

CAT 972M (2019) - 3,285 Hours

High Lift, Dealer Maintained, L-5 Tires, NEW 6.75
CYD GP Bucket, Coupler is Available, CAT Payload
Monitoring, CAT Auto Grease System.

$CALL

$CALL
VOLVO A30F (2012) - 9,250 Hours

23.5R25 Tires, Tail-gate, Straight Truck,
Arriving soon.

CAT 988H (2006) - 11,490 Hours
Coming In Soon. Will be Inspected &
All Needed Servicing & Repairs Completed.

SOLD
$285,000
CAT D7E (2012) - 3,554 Hours

Differential Steer, 26" Pads, Semi U Blade, Choice of
Winch, Ripper or Drawbar, Grade Control Joystick,
Rear Camera. Exceptionally Clean Unit. Warranty.

$CALL

$750,000

CAT 980M (2017) - 10,950 Hours
Aggregate Arrangement, Choice of Buckets,
Auto Grease, Payload Monitoring.
All Servicing & Repairs Completed.

3685 Hours - Idle Hours: 1608, Auto Reverse
Cooling Fan, 38" ES Track Pads, CAT SU Blade
with Tilt, High Speed Oil Change. Warranty.

$CALL

$275,000

$CALL
CAT 980M (2017) - 5,500 Hours

Aggregate Arrangement, Choice of Buckets,
Auto Grease, All Servicing & Repairs Completed.

KOMATSU WA500-8 (2017) - 6,659 Hours
Yard Loader Arrangement, 8.25 CY Bucket,
875/65R29 Tires,
Very Good Well Maintained Loader.

CAT D8T LGP (2017)

RECONDITIONED CAT D6T XW (2013)

9,225 Hours, SU Blade, Complete New U/C, 30”
Pads, Optional MS Ripper. Warranty.

$CALL
CAT D8T LGP (2014) - 12,165 Hours
38” Pads, CAT SU Blade, Choice of Ripper or Winch,
Good U/C, Nice Tractor.

$CALL
CAT 980M (2016) - 6,490 Hours
High Lift, Dealer Maintained, GP Bucket With Side
Guards, Steering Wheel, CAT Payload Monitoring,
Auto-Dig Function, Axle Oil Coolers, CAT Auto Grease.

SOLD
$235,000

$125,000

JOHN DEERE 872G (2013) - 5,840 Hours

JOHN DEERE 700K LGP PIPELAYER (2014)
1,953 Hours,Steer Wheel, 14’ Blade, 17.5R25

6x6, Snow Wing, 17.5R25 Snow – Ice Tires,
Front Lift Group, Frt & Rear Fenders,
Work Ready.

Snow/Ice Tires, 6 Wheel Drive, Falls Snow Wing,
Rear Ripper, Fenders.

$CALL

$CALL
CAT 773G (2014) - 15,245 Hours

CAT 773G (2012) - 12,495 Hours

Dual Slope, Lined & Heated Body, Auto Grease,
Rear Camera, All Needed Repairs & Servicing being
Completed, Good Tires.

Dual Slope, Lined & Heated Body, Auto Grease,
Rear Camera, All Needed Repairs & Servicing has
been Completed, Good Tires.

VIEW our Complete Inventory at: www.marcelequipment.com
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Proud Member

Canada’s Grader People

www.jadeequipment.com ● info@jadeequipment.com

Simcoe County & District of Muskoka, Ontario

Verton and The Crosby Group expand load
orientation technology in North America
Verton and The Crosby Group have
announced an expansion of Verton’s load
orientation technology in North America. As a partner and Master Distributor
of Verton products for the Americas, The
Crosby Group has invested in additional
units for deployment in the United States
and Canada, as well as key team members
to support the growing business.
Verton’s innovative load orientation solutions include Everest 6, SpinPod 7.5 and
SpinPod 30, a modular load orienting system
for a broad range of working load limits.
Robert Desel, CEO of The Crosby Group,
said that “Verton’s remote-controlled load
orientation products provide a step-change
in terms of the safety and productivity of
our customers’ lifting operations. Verton’s
wireless products remotely orientate suspended loads without the need for taglines,
using gyroscopes and sophisticated control
systems, removing the need for personnel
near or under loads. The combined strengths
of Verton’s product with the rich rigging

heritage of The Crosby Group has allowed
us to bring these benefits to job sites across
the Americas.”
CEO of Verton, Tim Ekert, said, “We are
thrilled to see the investment that The Crosby
Group is making in support of our partnership. Verton will have a greatly increased
presence in the market to bring our products to new customers and industries and
to provide an increased level of support to
our existing customers.”
According to the companies, the Verton
range of intelligent and safe lifting solutions can provide benefits to all industries.
The Crosby Group services include landbased and offshore energy, construction and
infrastructure, cargo handling and towing,
marine, mining, and transportation.
Verton claims that its solutions deliver an
ROI of at least 25% per month, that its load
orientation technology reduces downtime
by 25% and hook time by 50% and that users
see an immediate improvement in the safety
and productivity of their lifting operations.

When spring construction season begins, keep proven machines on the road
with parts and service from Jade Equipment!
With 30+ years of experience, Jade Equipment is ready to help our customers
keep their proven machines on the road. We offer full shop repair facilities,
completely equipped field service trucks and an extensive inventory of parts
at our locations in Edmonton, AB and Orillia, ON.
The grader experts at Jade Equipment are also your most knowledgeable source for assessing the condition of your
machines and for matching the right grader and attachments to your application. Visit our website to learn more about
“The Jade Standard” for quality and dependability in used motor graders and other road equipment.

Year-End Sale!
New Jade Snow Gate

Prices in Canadian Dollars, Taxes and Shipping extra, FOB Orillia, ON.

New Volvo G900 Series Ripper

$8,500.

$6,800.

$10,500.

$9,500.

New Windrow Eliminator

Starting at

$15,800.

$13,800.

We remain committed to serving you and your business needs during this time. COVID-19 safety protocols are in place at our locations.

Edmonton, Alberta Toll Free: 1-800-663-0715 • Orillia, Ontario Toll Free: 1-866-404-5233

HARDING EQUIPMENT INC.

10807-209 St, Edmonton, AB T5S 1Z7
Tel: 780-452-7021 • Fax: 780-453-1477

47 Forest Plain Road, Oro-Medonte, ON L3V 0R4
Tel: 705-325-2777 • Fax: 705-325-9777

450-437-8848
hardingequipment@sympatico.ca
FAX: 450-430-5352

SNOW
TIME!

SMI BK-3200 new augers, new impeller,
bad motor (parts only).
$11,500.

1979 SMI 5250 GM-GM, single cab,
good condition.
$39,000.

1990 SMI 5250A c/w 2 GM diesels, front
& rear, 2000 T.P.H., very clean, low hrs.
$65,000.

1996 SMI 8400, 4000 tons per hour,
G.M - G.M, 710 hp.
$105,000

1979 SMI BM-2200 GM-453, low
hours, ex-municipality.
$23,500.

1983 VOHL DV-4000, J.D. motor, telchute.
$44,500

1978 SMI 5250, GM - GM, low hours,
fresh paint.
$39,500.

1981 OSHKOSH R, c/w CAT 825 HP
rear eng, 400 hours, 5000 tph capacity.
$85,000.

1999 VOHL DV-4000, louder mount,
J.D. diesel
$65,000.

SMI 7200 ribbon blower, rebuilt 1997
G.M. V-12.
$48,500.

1997 RPM TECH P-3500 dump blower,
Cummins KT-450.
$59,000

1998 BOMAG BW164AD, 66” drum,
water system, very clean.
P.O.A.

1975 CAT 14G, good runner.

1987 FORD F-700, 4x4, GM Diesel,
long frame, good condition. $14,000.

1983 WESTERN STAR, 6x6,
Cummins 270 HP, 18-46 axles, good
condition!
$57,000.

$57,500.
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Canada’s
#1machines,
used equipment
inventory
brandtused.ca
used
one click
away at| brandtused.ca

2008
2015 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 310SJ
2954D
0U290223
Unit #: 0U164539

$55,900
$275,500

2018
2004 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 17G
624J
Unit #: 0U227879
0U591772

$33,400
$115,000

2013
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 953K
1050K
Unit #: 0U233120
0U336332

$184,900
$425,000

2015
2004 JOHN
DITCHDEERE
WITCH772G
RH115H
Unit #: 0U667199
0U000464

$335,000
$60,000

2018
2019 JOHN
TEREXDEERE
V200S544K
Unit #: 0U687826
0U001062

$165,000
$46,900

2013
D65EX-17
2012 KOMATSU
JOHN DEERE
460E
#: 0U001289
0U646236
Unit #:

$155,000
$166,600

2014
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 903KH
853MH
Unit #:
#: 0U259733
0U329053

$111,000
$350,000

2016
2020 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 772G
314G
Unit #:
#: 0U673522
0U368757

$359,000
$46,000

2018 JOHN
DEERE 544K
CATERPILLAR
430F2 IT
Unit #:
#: 1U691707
0U000585

$219,100
$109,430

2016
2019 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE 35G
60G
Unit #:
#: 0U277310
0U290091

$50,850
$97,500

2013
T770 844K
2014 BOBCAT
JOHN DEERE
#: 0U011945
0U662617
Unit #:

$46,900
$195,000

2007
2008 HITACHI
HITACHI ZX350LC
ZX350
Unit #:
#: 0U052255
0U920198

$89,000
$85,900

2018
DEERE
324K
2002 JOHN
TIGERCAT
630B
Unit #:
#: 0U047382
0U301370

$124,000
$69,900

2019
DEERE
324G
2019 JOHN
BRANDT
UBT822
Unit #:
#: 0U345845
2U000179

$62,500
$11,500

2017
2014 CATERPILLAR
VOLVO G970 730
Unit #:
#: 0U400509
0U530088

$439,000
$115,000

Your go-to choice for quality refurbished,
used and aftermarket industrial equipment parts.
brandt.ca/valueparts

18882272638
FLEXIBLE OPTIONS
FINANCING CUSTOMIZED,
FIND OUT MORE 1-855-711-4545

2015
PC290LC1
2017 KOMATSU
JOHN DEERE
650K XLT
Unit #:
#: 0U027252
RO313620
Unit

$128,000
$215,000

2015
2019 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE204K
772GP
Unit
Unit #:
#: 0U038979
0U392278

$79,900
$398,000

2016
2017 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE314G
1910E
Unit
Unit #:
#: 1U297290
1U001560

$42,900
$290,000

2014
2018 JOHN
JOHN DEERE
DEERE333E
210G LC
Unit
Unit #:
#: 1U264976
0U526244

$55,000
$204,000

2010
DEERE 310SJ
2016 JOHN
JCB 409
Unit
Unit #:
#: 0U190497
0U093511

$50,000
$79,350
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Volvo Trucks announces its first two certified EV dealers in Canada
Volvo Trucks North America has designated two dealerships in Québec as the first two Volvo Trucks Certified
Electric Vehicle (EV) Dealers in Canada. The sales and
service teams at both Camions Volvo Montreal and Paré
Centre du Camion have completed Volvo Trucks’ robust
training program requirements to ensure they are prepared to support the commercial deployment of Class 8
battery-electric trucks in the region.
“Expanding our Volvo Trucks Certified EV Dealer network into Canada is an important milestone in our efforts
to deploy our zero-tailpipe emissions Volvo VNR Electric
trucks across all corners of North America,” said Peter
Voorhoeve, president, Volvo Trucks North America. “We
commend our long-time dealer partners Camions Volvo
Montreal and Paré Centre du Camion for taking on this
important leadership role in Canada, helping Volvo Trucks
develop the ecosystem needed to support electromobility
efforts at scale in the Quebec province.”
The rigorous Volvo Trucks Certified EV Dealer program
was designed to ensure that sales representatives are fully
trained to consult with customers that are considering
deploying Volvo VNR Electric to ensure they are selecting
a model configuration that is technically viable based on
their operating requirements.
On the aftermarket side, the dealership certification
ensures technicians have the proper technical training

required to maintain electric drivetrains and components,
as well as understand all safety procedures to follow when
working with high-voltage systems.
The certification also includes investments in the necessary vehicle diagnostics tools and requires the dealership
to maintain a stock of key parts and components for the
VNR Electric model to minimize service times and quickly
get customers back on the road.
Paré Centre du Camion was founded in 1987 and has two
locations in Quebec—Québec City and Lévis. Its Quebec
City facility is equipped to service the Volvo VNR Electric
trucks, including procuring an electric truck charger. Paré
Centre du Camion has already trained and certified three
technicians to perform maintenance and repairs on customers’ Volvo VNR Electric trucks.
“We are thrilled to be one of the first two dealerships
in Canada to complete the Volvo Trucks Certified EV
Dealer designation and look forward to helping our
fleet customers in the region transition to Volvo VNR
Electric trucks to improve supply chain sustainability,”
said Marie-Claude Paré, dealer principal, Paré Centre du
Camion. “We are big champions of Volvo Trucks’ mission
to lead the global transition to electromobility, and plan
to share valuable feedback from our customers on their
experience operating Volvo VNR Electrics in the extreme
cold of Canadian winters.”

Camions Volvo Montreal was founded in 2014 and is
part of a network of eight Volvo Trucks dealerships. Its
flagship Dorval location, the first location to receive the
Volvo Trucks EV Certified dealership designation, now
includes six truck bays that have been equipped to support
battery-electric vehicle maintenance and repairs, including
having access to a mobile EV charging unit. Six of Camions
Volvo Montreal’s 30 technicians have completed Volvo
Trucks’ required training program, with one specialist
completing additional courses needed to become an
internal training resource for other technicians.
“We are having weekly conversations with our customers
who are very interested in the Volvo VNR Electric technology, including discussing which routes might be ideal to
start with when integrating battery-electric trucks into their
fleet,” said Jean-Francois Bibeau, vice-president of sales,
Camions Volvo Montreal. “We believe electromobility is
the future of the global transport sector and look forward
to partnering with Volvo Trucks to support electromobility
projects as customer demand continues to grow.”
ALL MAKES
ALL MODELS

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

POWERTRAIN SPECIALISTS

New JLG scissor lifts offer high capacities for
both indoor and outdoor work
JLG Industries, Inc has
announced the availability of two new scissor lift
models—the electric-drive
ES2646 and the hydraulic-drive R2646. With a platform height of 26 ft (7.92
m), a class-leading capacity
of 1,200 lbs (544.31 kg) and
the ability to work both
indoors and out, these new
JLG® machines are aimed at
increasing productivity on
the job site.
“With a wide variety of jobs
to be done, the 20% increase
in capacity of the ES and
R2646 models, as compared
to competitive models in
the size class, allows scissor
lift operators to carry more
materials, like pipes and panels, as well as tools such as
welders, to the work area,”
says Bob Begley, director of
product management for JLG
scissor lifts, vertical lifts and
low-level access lifts. “This

means that overhead tasks
can be completed quicker
and more efficiently.”
The ES2646 and R2646
models share a common
chassis and platform, offering 32 ft (9.75 m) of working
height and the ability to carry
two occupants to height in
indoor applications (one occupant to height when being
used outdoors).
The new ES2646 model is
available with JLG’s optional
CleanGuard leak containment system for work on
sensitive flooring.
Also, the new R2646 is
equipped with active pothole protection that provides
increased ground clearance
when working on demanding
terrain.
These new JLG scissor lifts
also share common technologies, such as variable tilt
to increase the work envelope during use on uneven

surfaces, and can accommodate a variety of options and
accessories, including JLG®
Mobile Control, QuikAccess
Rails and QuikFold Rails.

TRANSMISSIONS - AXLES - STEERING

PARTS - EXCHANGE - REBUILDS

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5
Phone: 905 670 1704

Fax: 905 670 4790

Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704

WWW.TARTEN.COM

COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

www.cardinalsaw.com

371, Boulevard des Chutes
Bureau #102
Québec, QC, G1E 3G1
1-800-463-4862

The Next Generation in Shredding
Perfect Balance of Power and Performance

IN
STOCK

Contact our team to
get yours today, or to
schedule a demo!

See it in action

sales@cardinalsaw.com

551, Ferdinand Blvd.
Unit 4
Dieppe, NB, E1A 7G1
1-800-931-9611
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Ontario funds building of ready-mix concrete plant in Parry Sound area
The Ontario government is providing $400,000 through the Northern
Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation (NOHFC) to The Sarjeant
Co. Ltd. to build a ready-mix concrete plant in Parry Sound area.
This funding will help create jobs
and ensure a reliable source of
high-quality concrete is available
for local construction projects.
“The aggregate industry directly
employs 7,600 Ontarians and supports 357,000 jobs, and we know
that targeted investments like these
will help grow and support the
province's construction sector”

said Norm Miller, MPP for Parry
Sound-Muskoka. “Our government knows that having a reliable
source of high-quality concrete
for local construction projects is
crucial to keeping costs down for
construction companies, and our
government will always support
the hardworking men and women
within the sector.”
The construction of The Sarjeant
Co. Ltd.’s new facility will increase
its ready-mix concrete production
capacity to meet the growing demand for concrete driven by strong
population growth and increased

residential, institutional and commercial construction in the Parry
Sound area.
“Supporting local businesses as
they expand creates jobs, keeps the
North competitive and attracts new
investment,” said Greg Rickford,
Minister of Northern Development, Mines, Natural Resources
and Forestry. “Our government’s
investments are helping businesses thrive, leading to economic
prosperity in our communities
and providing real opportunities
for northerners.”
Ready-mix concrete is a com-

bination of cement, water and
aggregates—such as sand, gravel or
crushed stone—that is delivered to
a construction site ready-to-pour,
reducing labour and costs for the
construction company.
“The Ontario Government's investment in northern development
was a catalyst for The Sarjeant
Company's expansion into the
Parry Sound area and beyond,”
said Wayne Wilson, owner of The
Sarjeant Co. Ltd. “We wish to thank
MPP Miller and the Northern
Ontario Heritage Fund Corporation for their warm welcome to

the Parry Sound area and their
dedication to local business and
economic growth in Ontario's
North.”
The NOHFC promotes economic
prosperity across Northern Ontario
by providing financial assistance to
projects—big and small, rural and
urban—that stimulate growth, job
creation and skills development.
Since June 2018, the NOHFC has
invested more than $432 million
in 4,025 projects in Northern Ontario, leveraging more than $1.4
billion in investment and creating
or sustaining over 6,200 jobs.

FLO to exhibit telematics monitoring system for auto-greasers at NHES
FLO Components Ltd. will
be exhibiting FLOlink at the
National Heavy Equipment
Show 2022—“the world’s first
fully independent Remote
Monitoring Telematics Program, specifically for Automatic Lubrication Systems
(ALS)”, according to FLO’s

Marketing Specialist, Gabriel
Lopez.
According to FLO, most
ALS fail due to the pump reservoir running empty with
nobody noticing, creating the
potential for bearing damage.
FLOlink sends email alerts
when the grease reservoir is

Tel: (905) 844-4164
RENTALS SALES SERVICE

www.highreachinc.com

low or if the auto-greaser fails.
“We recognized that there
was a need in the industry
for more data with respect
to ALS low lube levels and
lube failures. We wanted to
give customers’ key personnel
direct wireless data access to
ALS on specific machines.
We wanted them to have
access to independent ALS
specific data that isn’t buried
in massive machine reports
generated by the machine’s
regular telematics.”
Lopez says FLO customers
now have “remote, real-time,
up-to-the-minute status
monitoring of any number
of systems with FLOlink
installed. This enables customers at any time, to check
where each machine is, its
current ALS status, its status
history and more. Best of
all, it will operate with most
brands of Autogreasers, not
just FLO’s”.
According to FLO, FLOlink
users can more effectively
manage and reduce refill service visits (as the lube truck
visits only when the pump
is low on grease) and reduce

cost by receiving immediate,
real-time alerts when lubricant is low or the system is
in fault, before it becomes a
problem.
“People can come check
out the FLOlink demos in our
booth and while there, they
can enter our new contest for
a chance at walking away with
a Lincoln 1884 PowerLuber
Grease Gun (approximate
value CDN $615) on the last
day of the show.” said Lopez.
“The Lincoln PowerLuber
is the most advanced grease
gun in its class, featuring
a multi-function LCD that
displays the quantity of
grease dispensed, quantity
of grease remaining in the
cartridge and battery charge
level. It also alerts the operator of blocked fittings and
loss of prime. Its 20-volt,
high-amperage, lithium-ion
battery provides superior
run time, and its two-speed
design delivers outstanding
flow and pressure. The grease
gun comes in a heavy-duty
carrying case and includes
two rechargeable batteries
and a charger.”

CONNECT WITH US!

Lift capacities from
25,000 to 140,000 lbs

The Versa-Lift is a unique forklift in which the frame extends in order
to achieve greater capacities and is equipped with a removable
hydraulic boom. The Versa-Lift was designed specifically for moving
heavy machinery smoothly and safely on solid surfaces for riggers.

High Reach Inc. your authorized Broderson carry deck crane, Orion and Versa-Lift heavy fork lift truck dealer.

Visit us at:
www.equipmentjournal.com
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RENTING
IS
EASY!
Getting more
contracts has never
been simpler!

500+

1300+

24/7

45

MACHINES

SERVICE

ACCESSORIES

1600+
TECHNICIANS

LOCATIONS

We’ve got fast and flexible solutions for all your rental or
heavy equipment needs!
Our experts are always at your service, ready to find the right solution for you.

Contact our team of rental specialists today to get started.
1 877 887-5335 | toromontcat.com/rental
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New Holland Construction introduces rough-terrain F50C forklift
New Holland Construction has announced the
introduction of the F50C
rough-terrain forklift, marking the addition of an all-new
product to its lineup of light
construction equipment.
“With the introduction
of the F50C, we’re growing
our portfolio with a relevant
product that is designed for
the specialty applications
for which New Holland is
known,” said Tyler Mills,
director of New Holland
Construction.
New Holland has designed

the F50C with a suite of features organized around two
main objectives: ease of operation and overall efficiency.

Smoother ride
The F50C is equipped with
an automatic load control
system for rough-terrain forklifts. This feature provides
on-the-go mast cushioning
to stablize the mast under
load, allowing operators to
work efficiently and safely
over any terrain without fear
of material loss.
A key byproduct of load

control provides a more
comfortable operating experience by reducing shock
from the mast. Operators
will appreciate the additional stablity while transporting
and loading materials, as
New Holland will offer a 12foot mast with a 5,000-lb. lift
capacity as standard.
New Holland also offers
an integrated hydraulic produce bin clamp. This simple
solution allows the operator
to carry multiple produce
bins safely in a single pass.
“By implementing these

HYDROLEXC

SINCE 1998

EQUIPMENT SERVICES LTD.

options, it gives an operator
more control and efficiency
for any job they are managing, regardless of location,”
Mills says. “Productivity-enhancing features are
especially valuable when
harvesting time-sensitive
crops, and we expect the
F50C to be right at home
in orchards and vineyards.”

Fuel & maintenance
efficiency
New Holland has once
again partnered with FPT
Industrial to power the
F50C with the proven F34
3.4-liter diesel engine. Delivering 74 HP without using
DEF or diesel particulate

filters (DPF), the F34 is a
workhorse engine with 600hour service intervals and
regeneration. Together, this
engine and after-treatment
system package ensures
operators can work uninterrupted, save time and
resources on routine maintenance, while retaining the
power needed to lift and
haul materials as expected.
Keeping in mind the variable terrain in specialty
operations, New Holland has
included 4WD, a 4x4 power
shuttle transmission and
differential lock standard on
all F50C forklifts. These features, plus its 10-inch ground
clearance, high-clearance

HYDROLEXC.COM

SPECIALIZING

416-458-2334

IN

HYDRAULIC KER
HAMMER/BRE A
&
PARTS, SALES

ALLIED
KENT

ATLAS COPCO
MUSTANG

BTI

OKADA

CAT

CP

RAMMER

EPIROC
ROCK RAM

ESCO

SERVICE

INDECO

STANLEY

NPK

TRAMAC

OUR FAMilY
OF lOCAL
DisTRiBUTORS
Eastern Canada
CZM Quebec
Jean Paul Aube
(514) 444-5687

Rock Removal Supplies
Kevin Cravens
(519) 379-7253

Western Canada
Ridgeline Equipment
Tyler Heisler
(403) 805-0657

QUiCK DeliVeRY

1.336.584.6700
WORDROCKDRillS.COM

VeRSATilitY

iN-sTOCK PARtS

DRilliNG MACHiNE
When You Need Them

counterweight, LED lighting
package and shields all help
operators navigate varying
terrain with ease.
“We wanted to simplify
the maintenance required
for the F50C, and we did
just that. Our goal is to keep
it running to reduce shop
time and downtime spent
on maintenance,” Mills says.
The F50C rough-terrain
forklift will make its public
debut at the 2022 World Ag
Expo, February 8-10, 2022,
in Tulare, California. It will
be on display in the New
Holland booth in the South
Exhibits at the International
Agri-Center.
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2018 VOLVO L90H
1900 hrs

Stk#2027152
$225,000

2012 VOLVO ECR58

$92,500

2017 VOLVO EC140EL

6,378 hrs

Stk#2023055

2019 VOLVO L220H

Stk#2015544

1,675 hrs

Stk#2022687

2011 VOLVO L90F
14,153 hrs

$492,500

L220F REBUILT TRANSMISSION
1 Year Strongco Parts Warranty

2004 VOLVO L110E
18,416 hrs

Stk#2007064

2018 VOLVO L60H

Stk#2027312
$192,500

A30D, A25D REBUILT TRANSMISSION
1 Year Strongco Parts Warranty

Stk#2021382
$79,500

2018 VOLVO DD105

1,812 hrs

915 hrs
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134 hrs

Stk#2012907
$145,000

7,472 hrs

Stk#2005211
$386,000

2015 VOLVO EC300EL

Stk#2023463

2016 VOLVO A40G

13,491 hrs

$95,000

2013 VOLVO EC480DL

A13

Stk#2021305

12,165 hrs

$170,000

2017 VOLVO EW60E

Stk#2008432

123 hrs

$131,900

2018 VOLVO DD110C

Stk#2011762

1,180 hrs

$132,900

Stk#2025632

2017 VOLVO L60H
870 hrs

$175,000

V OLVO USE D E QU IPMEN T & COM PONE NTS
Y our o n e-s t o p de a le r.
F r o m m ach i ne ry to se rvice , pa rts a nd c ert ific at ion.
Y our t r u s t ed p a rtn e r for e ve ry projec t .
F OR
MO R E
I NFO

C O N TACT

Volvo Rebuilt T ransm issions

Volvo Used Parts for:

L 220F tran sm ission S N #6 0 0 5 - 8 4 8 5

A r t ic u la t e d H a u le r s

L 90E tra n sm i ssion S N #2 0 0 5 - 8 0 0 0

Wh e e l loa d e r s

L 110F tran sm ission S N #3 5 0 3 - 6 1 5 0 1

Mot or G r a d e r

J.J LYO N S

j j l yon s@ st ron g co.com
(844 ) 2 8 8 -4 2 4 1

ASK US ABO UT FINANCING O PTIO NS
*Terms & C o nditio ns apply

C on nect w ith us
H UGE IN V EN TORY

Us ed E q uip m ent | New eq uip m ent

AF TER SALES SUPPORT
I n-F ield s er vice | In- Shop ser vice

WWW.STRONGCO.COM
ALBERTA ONTARIO QUEBEC ATLANTIC

PA RTS IN VEN TORY

Genuine OEM parts & ma jo r
c omponents a va ilable in s toc k
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CAT launches new D1 Mulcher with high-performance powertrain
Complete with its high-performance powertrain, closedloop hydraulics and upgraded
screening, the new CAT D1
Mulcher is designed to optimize performance when
clearing a mix of small- to
medium-diameter materials.
Design-matched with the
rugged Cat HM518 Mulcher,
the D1 Mulcher clears a 188.2
cm (72 in) wide strip on each
pass.
According to CAT, it is the
right machine for right-of-way
construction and maintenance, site development, tree
management and firebreak
clearing.

www.bobmark.ca

email: dbuttar@bobmark.ca

2005 HYUNDAI HL760XTD-7
Cummins QSB5.9-C engine with 215 horsepower, 41000 lb. operating weight, Extended
Reach model, Aeolus 23.5R25 tires, 4.25 yard material bucket with bolt-on cutting
edge, Groenveld automatic greaser, Exterior mirrors, Auxiliary boom hydraulics, Heater
& Air Conditioning, 13190 hours, COMING................................................. $69,900

NEW HYUNDAI HYDRAULIC BREAKERS
Brand New Hyundai hydraulic breakers, All sizes available to fit excavators from 1
ton to 100 ton, Call us for your hydraulic breaker needs.............$CALL FOR PRICE

HYUNDAI HL940 WHEEL LOADER
Cummins QSB6.7 with 156 hp, 29321 lb. op. weight, 3.0 cubic yard bucket with
bolt-on cutting edge, hyd. ISO Q/C, 20.5R25 tires, 4 speed fully auto., powershift
transmission, front differential lock, rear fenders/mud guards, 3rd spool valve, RVC,
Hi-Mate remote management system, 700 hours ................................... $172,500

2007 HYUNDAI R110D-7 EXCAVATOR
26235 lb. operating weight, Mitsubishi 94 hp engine, 20” tracks, dozer blade, 32”
bucket, 938 original hours.........................................................................$89,900

HYUNDAI HX220L
Cummins QSB6.7 engine with 182 hp, 51500 lb. op. weight, 18’8” boom, 9’7” arm,
2-way aux., piping w/ proportional joystick control, Hyundai hyd., QC., AMI hyd. thumb,
Hyundai 42” bucket, pattern change selector valve, 32” triple grouser shoes, travel
alarm, Hi-Mate remote management system, 620 hours ........................ $189,900

2008 HYUNDAI ROBEX 210LC-7A
47840 lb. operating weight, Cummins QSB6.7 engine with 151 horsepower, 18’8”
boom length, 9’7” arm, Auxiliary boom hydraulics, 32” track pads, Geith 42” tooth
bucket, Geith hydraulic 4 tine thumb, 2 speed travel, Cab with heater & air conditioning,
2244 hours, COMING............................................................................... $115,000

Please welcome Michael Lettner our new CE specialist
with Bob Mark New Holland covering our Campbellford &
Napanee store locations. Michael looks forward to partnering
with customers between Peterborough and Kingston, helping
their bottom line with solutions from Hyundai & New Holland.

4 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!

CAMPBELLFORD:
705-653-3700

CONTACT MICHAEL
mlettner@bobmark.ca
613-922-1851 (mobile)

LINDSAY:
705-324-2221

NAPANEE:
613-354-9244

SUNDERLAND:
705-357-3121

The new mulcher is powered by the 77.6 kW (104 hp)
CAT C3.6 Diesel Engine meeting U.S. EPA Tier 4 Final/EU
Stage V emission standards.
An alternate emissions package for the C3.6 is available
to meet Tier 3-equivalent
standards.
The machine’s lower
sloping hood line improves
visibility to the mulching
head, allowing the operator
to better assess the job site
from the cab.
Additionally, a standard
auto reversing fan purges
debris from the radiator and
enclosures, plus the hinged
grill requires no tools to access
the radiator for cleaning.
Isolating machine vibration
from the operator to reduce
fatigue, the CAT HM518
Mulcher controls are mounted on the air-suspension seat.
Inside the pressurized,
heated and air-conditioned
cab, an intuitive operator
interface features a 25.4 cm
(10 in) colour touchscreen
monitor with standard reversing camera display to help
improve all-around visibility
to the jobsite.
Also, an in-cab drum indicator offers quick glance of
drum speed and direction
to help the operator manage
ground speed and mulching
productivity.
Featuring cladding material in high-wear areas,

CAT claims the new HM518
Mulcher frame offers increased service life.
Offering a drum speed
range of 2,150 to 2,450 rpm,
the drum’s 38 fixed teeth
feature a single-bolt carbide
tooth retention design for
simple replacement.
Its closed-loop hydraulic
circuit includes load-sensing
hydraulics to prevent rotor
damage when hitting an obstruction.
The HM518 Mulcher has
a 78.7 cm (31 in) maximum
lift height, 36.8 cm (14.5 in)
maximum tilt and 25-degree
maximum angle to either side.
Standard sweeps, screens,
windows plus rear guard help
to protect both the operator
and machine when mulching.
According to CAT, a specially-designed tractor platform
makes sure the D1 Mulcher is balanced and rugged
to increase efficiency when
operating in challenging applications.
CAT offers the option of
conventional (XL) or lowground-pressure (LGP)
undercarriage design, offering 40.4 cm (16 in) or 63.5
cm (25 in) track shoe widths
respectively.
Finally, to increase machine
versatility, CAT offers an optional variable-pitch/angle/
tilt (VPAT) blade in XL, LGP or
Intermediate configuration.

Mecalac adds seven dealers to
North American network
Mecalac has welcomed seven
new North American dealers
to its growing network.
Located in Virginia, New
York, Tennessee, Idaho, Kentucky and Colorado in the U.S.
as well as British Columbia,
Canada, the expanded dealer network offers customers
increased equipment access
and support.
The new location in British
Columbia is Gear Equipment;
a company that originates out
of Ontario, but has been able
to expand to the western part
of the country.
“Mecalac is fully committed
to expanding its presence in
the market by continuing to
add dealers who share our
philosophy and give customers practical resources
to help improve productivity,”
said Peter Bigwood, general
manager for Mecalac North
America. “Expansion in these
regions also allows us to grow

awareness of Mecalac’s innovative designs and better serve
our existing customer base.”
According to the company, dealers that partner
with Mecalac believe in the
game-changing productivity
Mecalac machines offer and
share the vision of reshaping
the way contractors work to
increase safety and efficiency
on every jobsite.
Additionally, the company
claims it seeks to partner with
dealers who share a passion
for finding new solutions to
common jobsite challenges,
and by going the extra mile to
service their customers.
Many of the new dealers
feature Mecalac’s complete
line of advanced machines—
the MCR Series of crawler skid
excavators, the MWR Series of
wheeled excavators, AS Series
swing loaders and dedicated
railroad excavators.
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2015 CAT 335F LCR
4,780 HRS

2009 SULLAIR 1600H
$259,000

2018 VOLVO L90H
1,900 HRS

$225,000

$115,000

2004 JOHN DEERE 624J
2,270 HRS

4,450 HRS

2019 DYNAPAC CA3500D
$69,000

2013 VOLVO EC480DL

2017 CATERPILLAR 924K
10,226 HRS

SEARCH

12,185 HRS

$170,000

$115,000

134 HRS

$145,000

2014 JOHN DEERE 844K
$235,000

2019 TEREX V200S
38 HRS

$160,000

2018 VOLVO DD105

2013 JOHN DEERE 872G
5,840 HRS

400 HRS

15,816 HRS

$195,000

2007 CATERPILLAR 816F
$46,900

CONNECTING
BUYERS & SELLERS
SINCE 1966.

14,230 HRS

$333,500
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2-DAY WEBCAST

ONLINE AUCTION
VICTOR MINE

MINING, CONSTRUCTION
& ELECTRICAL ASSETS

Wednesday, May 11 & Thursday, May 12 • 10 AM EST
Asset Location: Moosonee & North Bay, Ontario, Canada
Inspection: By Apointment Only – Call 905-660-1367

ASSETS AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SALE:
Rolling Stock, Large Quantity of Tires,
Electrical Sub-Stations and Transformers
MAJOR ASSETS FOR AUCTION:
• Complete Clemro Crusher • Haul Trucks • Cranes
• Wheel Loaders • Wheel Dozer • Backhoe Loader
• Sandvik Drill • Over 100 Sea Containers (Contents of
Sea Containers Sold Separately) • Forklifts, Scissor
Lifts, Boom Lifts, Compactors • Substations &
Transformers • Wire & Cable • New and Used Pumps
• Motors, etc. • Machine Shop • Maintenance Tools
• Air Compressors • PLUS MORE!

905-660-1367

www.managingyourassets.com
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Teck to pilot electric transport truck at Highland Valley Copper Operations in BC
Teck Resources Limited
and MEDATech announced
the pilot of a fully electric
on-highway transport truck
to haul copper concentrate,
marking the first use of a
battery-electric truck to haul
copper concentrate worldwide.
The truck will travel between Teck’s Highland Valley
Copper Operations (HVC) in
south-central British Columbia (BC) and a rail loading
facility in Ashcroft, BC.
This pilot of the MEDATech ALTDRIVE-powered
fifth-wheel Western Star will
help to advance Teck’s goal
of displacing the equivalent
of 1,000 internal combustion
(ICE) vehicles by 2025.
According to the company,
it will provide valuable learnings for the electrification of
its vehicle fleet on the path
to achieving the company’s
goal of reducing the carbon
intensity of its operations by
33% by 2030 and becoming a
carbon-neutral operator by
2050.
“Testing and implementing

new electric vehicle technologies is one way we are taking
concrete steps towards achieving our goal of being carbon
neutral across our operations,”
said Don Lindsay, President
and CEO, Teck. “Teck is already one of the world’s lowest
carbon-intensity producers of
copper, zinc and steelmaking
coal, which are key materials
to enable the low-carbon transition, and we are committed
to further reducing the carbon
intensity of our operations to
support a cleaner future.”
The pilot is expected to
begin in summer 2022 and
is projected to eliminate 418
tonnes of CO2 annually—the
equivalent of approximately
90 passenger cars—for the
first pilot vehicle, while also
reducing costs through fuel
savings and reduced maintenance.
“The fully-electric ALTDRIVE system is designed
for this haul cycle at HVC requiring a vehicle that weighs
65,000 kg loaded, 25,000 kg
unloaded and completes the
same four to five 95-kilometre

Sales • Rentals • Service

DEMO RECYCLING
EAGLE SH
SHEAR II

RP-IT ROTATING
PULVERIZER

SGR GRAPPLE

ON Mississauga • Washago • Sudbury • Timmins • Ottawa QC Boisbriand • Lévis NB Moncton NS Dartmouth

Call: 1-855-625-0941• CRDCREIGHTON.COM

roundtrips every workday,”
says Robert Rennie, President, MEDATech. “Since the
truck batteries will charge on
the downhill haul through
regenerative braking, the rig
will require only a short battery recharge at the Ashcroft,
BC rail terminal so the haul
cycle time is expected to be the
same as a conventional truck.”
Te ck claims that the
battery-electric drive system is expected to work
more efficiently than a

comparable diesel engine,
outputting a constant 620kW
(approximately 830 horsepower) and is configured to
continuously output almost
double the amount of torque.
This pilot project builds on
Teck’s GHG reduction initiatives, including the recently
announced agreement to
work towards deploying 30
of Caterpillar’s zero-emissions
large haul trucks at its steelmaking coal operations in the
Elk Valley.

CZM expands Long Reach series with
launch of lightweight LR50 drill rig
CZM Foundation Equipment has introduced an
additional model, the LR50,
to their Long Reach series
of machines. The Long
Reach series is a design
that brought the performance of CZM’s EK line to a
boom-mounted set up with
increased reach.
The LR50 is the smallest
model of CZM’s Long Reach
series mounted on a CAT 323
NextGen base.
Highlights of this machine
include 173 horsepower,
52,900 foot pounds of torque,
maximum drilling diameter
of 8 feet, and standard drilling depth of 40 feet.
Additionally, it features
a main winch line pull of
27,120 pounds with 2 gears
for high speed and pulling
force, and an operational
weight of 75,000 pounds.
The rotary offers three
operation and spinoff speeds
as well as automatic gear
shifting. According to CZM,
Its maximum reach of 12 ft
9 inches makes it is ideal for

utility drilling, substation
work and limited access jobs.
The Long Reach machines
are equipped with a specially designed boom with
2 lift cylinders, allowing for
a higher torque and crowd
force to be applied to the
tool. The tool aligns with
interlocking Kelly bars making it efficient in rock and
hard soil drilling. Round
Friction bars are also available for high production in
softer soils.
This model is extremely
lightweight and can be transported in one load with the
Kelly bar on. Also, it is easily set up without the need
of support equipment. It is
equipped with CZM’s control system, which allows
for the monitoring of drilling
parameters, performance of
some automatic functions
and recording of diagnostics and maintenance data.
Additionally, CZM is capable
remotely accessing its telematics system to troubleshoot
and resolve issues.
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HAVE A
CRUSH IN
2.6 SECONDS
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NEW PRIMARY PULVERIZERS
UNMATCHED CYCLE TIMES AND FORCE FOR
HIGH-PERFORMANCE CONCRETE DEMOLITION
These new generation primary pulverizers use Cat’s
unique SpeedBooster technology to actively balance
speed and power. So you get faster cycle times (up to
52%) and greater force (up to 21%). All three models
feature bidirectional 360-degree rotation, so you can
grab material from any angle. And with bolt-on wear
components for quick field replacement, you’ll spend
more time working and less on maintenance.

For more concrete information, contact your
Finning rep today or visit Finning.com.

*Cycle time P318.
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Caterpillar launches bigger, more competitive
Global Operator Challenge for 2022/23
Caterpillar Inc. invites
machine operators around
the globe to take on the
world in the 2022/2023
Global Operator Challenge.
The challenge tests the skills
and precision of equipment
operators as they prove their
excellence in operating CAT
machinery and their ability
to master any piece of construction equipment safely
and efficiently.
“More than 80 CAT dealers
will host local, one-of-a-kind
competitions, celebrating
equipment operators and
enabling them to showcase
their exceptional skills in fun

and dynamic ways,” said Tony
Fassino, group president,
Construction Industries,
Caterpillar Inc. “Whether
their expertise lies in digging
a trench, moving aggregates,
or managing demolition, our
Global Operator Challenge
will be demanding for even
the most experienced operators. We can’t wait to see
what they can do with our
machines.”
Sixty-seven CAT dealers
hosted local competitions in
the 2019/2020 challenge, and
operators from 30 countries
participated. The 2022/2023
competition will be Cater-

pillar’s largest construction of equipment to qualify for
industry event of its kind.
the next round.
Those who qualify in the
Calling all operators
local dealer events will then
The first round of the move onto regional semiGlobal Operator Challenge final competitions in October
consists of local qualifiers, 2022.
hosted by CAT dealers startNine finalists will emerge
ing in March and running from the regional semifinals
through September 2022.
and participate in the global
To make this year’s compe- finals competition in Catertition even more challenging, pillar’s outdoor Festival
Caterpillar has added the Grounds exhibit F4455 durrequirement that every event ing CONEXPO-CON/AGG in
must feature three different Las Vegas, March 2023.
challenges on three separThe winner of the comate pieces of equipment. petition will receive an
Therefore, operators must all-expense-paid trip for
master a broad assortment two to one Caterpillar facility
worldwide.
Commenting on being
crowned the 2019/2020
Global Operator Challenge
champion, Jaus Neigum,
owner of Industrial Backhoe Ltd. in Medicine Hat,

REMANUFACTURED

TORQUE CONVERTERS

Alberta, Canada, said: “I’ve
been operating CAT machines for more than 15
years. Having the opportunity to demonstrate my skills
and compete against peers
from around the world was
one of the most rewarding
experiences in my career. If
you’re an operator of heavy
equipment, this is a contest
you don’t want to miss. And,
if you’re a business owner
like me and my partners, I
encourage you to put forward
your best operators, because
this competition is going to
be even bigger and better
than the last one.”
During each portion of
the Global Operator Challenge, participants execute
a variety of tasks, such as

digging a trench, loading a
precise amount of dirt, and
hauling or maneuvering the
equipment through a variety of obstacles. Scoring
is based on the operator’s
skills, efficiency, as well as
his or her competence in
using integrated technology
to enhance the machine’s
performance.
C AT n e xt g e n e rat i o n
machines will allow these
operators to take advantage
of available technologies to
complete the challenges,
such as CAT Payload, Grade
and Command. Other features like CAT Grade Assist,
rear view cameras, return
to dig and return to carry
will also aid the operators in
completing the challenges.
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MacLean launches road grader for underground environment
The GR5 mining vehicle is
an evolution for MacLean,
starting back in 2018 when
the company collaborated
with the specialty engineering firm Medatech to retrofit
a battery electric grader for
Borden Gold in northern
Ontario (then owned and
operated by Goldcorp).
Based on the engineering
and manufacturing learnings
from this one-off custom project, MacLean embarked on a
collaborative process to better
understand the grader vehicle
category, so that it could be
successfully adapted from
road to underground mining
applications.
Working closely with road
grader industry professionals from a former Canadian
Grader OEM with decades of
respected industry expertise,
MacLean went back to the
drawing board to develop a
fit- for-purpose design for the
underground environment.
While most products in
this category tend to be considered too lightweight for the
work, the GR5 is purposely
sized to match the tractive
effort and drawbar pull of fullsized surface graders.
The unit features a CAN bus
control system that allows
joystick control technology to be deployed for both
steering and application

functions simultaneously to
ease operator comfort and
control, while also boasting
an onboard vehicle telemetry
package that can monitor the
performance and health of
the vehicle.
On the powertrain side, the
unit can be either battery electric or diesel-powered, and
comes equipped standard
with a six-wheel infinitely adjustable drive system using
dual hydrostatic motors and
active traction control.
Size, maneuverability,
visibility, simplicity, and
ruggedness were key design
factors.
As a result, the unit is similar in height to the rest of
the MacLean Utility Vehicle
product line, designed to
work optimally in 5m x 5m
headings.
Also, the unit’s design
includes a combination of
frame articulation and front
wheel-steering, which, according to the company,
minimizes its turning radius
underground. Its moldboard
system uses a simpler design than its surface grader
counterparts to ensure durability and reliability.
“When we designed the
GR5 Grader we started from
the ground-up, where we literally began with a clean slate
and developed the rig using

the latest in proven technologies and components,” notes
Dan Stern, Senior Product
Manager. “The GR5’s cab environment, for example, was
developed using an Oculus
Rift VR headset to map out
placement of controls, verify
visibility and sightlines, and
ultimately get a good sense of
what this rig would feel like
to operate before any steel
was cut.”
“The product development
approach on this unit is a
great example of what we like
to call MacLean ‘Application
Intelligence’, where we take
our mobile equipment engineering expertise and combine
it with our knowledge of the
mining environment to design units that are fit for the
job they need to do underground,” adds David Jacques,

Vice President of Engineering
at MacLean. “We truly believe
we’ve ‘made the grade’ and
developed a winning product
that leverages our core knowledge of the underground
environment and combines
it with application knowledge
from grader design experts
to address the actual needs
of the mining industry - it all
comes back to our Application Intelligence.”
“The state of ramps is always an important factor in a
mine’s haulage performance,
and it becomes even more
important in the context of
full-fleet electrification that
mining companies around
the globe are actively pursuing,” remarks Maarten van
Koppen, Vice President of
Product Management at MacLean. “I know this first-hand

from my time as a mining
engineer at Borden Gold,
where I was part of the team
responsible for designing
and developing that project.

To maximize the benefits
of down-ramp energy regeneration, mines need
well-maintained roadbeds,
and we’ve got the solution.”

Since 1983 Central Diesel
Service has specialized in
DEUTZ. In fact, we’re proud
to say “Nobody knows
Deutz products better,”
and we can prove it!

The new DEUTZ engine in your machine is not
just POWER, it’s the complete package:
both BRAWN and BRAINS!

2.9 3.6 4.1 6.1 7.8
These DEUTZ engines
are powering the newest
machines in your fleet

CENTRAL DIESEL SERVICE
Solid Service Since 1983
6604 Davand Dr., Mississauga, Ontario L5T 2M3
Email: deutz@on.aibn.com

(905) 564-9444

FOR SALE

Fax: (905) 564-9313

Call Don for more info: (416) 460-5576

GradallS FOR SALE

2008 Gradall XL4100 III - 5,400 Hrs, A/C front
& back, Ownership – can be licensed.

1998 Gradall XL4100 - 1,200 Hrs on back motor.

CASE gives first look at upcoming CX15 EV
battery electric mini excavator
CASE Construction Equipment provided
the first glimpse of an expanded mini
excavator offering at the CNH Industrial
Capital Markets Day event held on February 22, 2022 in Miami Beach, Florida.
The showcase included the first look at the
CASE CX15 EV, an electric mini excavator with
plans for the North American market in 2023.
The CASE CX15 EV is a 2,900-pound
mini excavator powered by a 16 kW electric
motor—it features retractable tracks that get
machine width down to about 31 inches for
going through doors and working in confined spaces. Also, it can work very close to
structures and obstacles with a minimum
swing radius design.
The 21.5 kWh lithium-ion battery is
charged either by the 110V/220V on-board
charger, or via an external rapid charger that
can have the machine charged extremely
fast, typically within 90 minutes.

Depending on the type of work, the CASE
CX15 EV will provide enough power to work
through a full eight-hour work day.
A load-sensing hydraulic system delivers
smooth and powerful performance that
allows the operator to dial the machine in
to each task.
“From reduced emissions to noise
reduction and lower lifetime fuel and
maintenance costs, the CASE CX15 EV
will be a powerful, efficient and sustainable
addition to our mini excavator lineup,”
says Brad Stemper, head of construction
equipment product management—North
America, CASE. “This machine is the next
step in our electrification journey—and
we are committed to bringing the industry
a complementary portfolio of diesel and
electric equipment to meet the needs of
the broadest range of applications and
operations.”

2001 Gradall XL 4100 - 840 miles, Ownership
– can be licensed.

1999 Gradall XL4100 - 4,500 miles, A/C Upper,
8.3 Bottom, 5.9 Upper, both Cummins Engines,
Owned since 1999, Ownership – can be licensed.

2009 Track Gradall XL 3200 - 2,500 Hrs.

1996 Gradall XL 4100 - Railroad wheels attached.

Call Don: (416) 460−5576
PLEASE CALL - DON’T TEXT
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“We found it hard to find another machine that could compete with this unique
Bobcat machine and what it can do for us.”

(L to R) Eric Leduc (Fleet Supervisor), Darin Roy (Fleet Coordinator), Stephan Gagnon (Operator), Justin Forman (Parts Technician) for City of North Bay and Colin McDowell (Sales Specialist) for McDowell B Equipment.

The City of North Bay Fleet Department works
23.5-hour per week day, 7 days a week to provide
essential services and contingency operations
for the City of North Bay. Fleet oversees the
acquisition, repairs and replacement for over $50
million in assets from specialty tools and pumps
to aerial firetrucks and transit buses. The unique
fleet is diverse with over 250 types of equipment
and vehicles for unique city jobs. Their fleet
oversees equipment in many departments such
as Public Works, Transit, Fire, Parks, Arenas,
Survey and Landfill operations. A new fuel
system was commissioned by Fleet in 2017 for
Public Works which puts out up to 1.7 million
litres of gasoline and diesel to all City vehicles
including Hydro, Police and Emergency services.
All purchasing for equipment goes through a
refined Request for Proposal/Quote (RFP/RFQ)
process that ensures fair and competitive bids
where they evaluate the effectiveness of the
equipment, the features that it comes with, the
service they will get with it, and the benefits
to making sure the operators will have the
best piece of equipment for the job at hand.
Demonstrations are brought in with this process,
and operator input is essential for getting the
most utilization out of their equipment.
In 2018, they put in place a new Fleet
Management Information System (FMIS) that
tracks in real-time what all the technicians are
working on, what jobs they have to do, what parts
are in stock and are required to be ordered and
what new equipment may need to be purchased
to facilitate lifecycle management and buying
decisions.

In 2022 the Public Works and Parks Division has
also taken over the Merrick Landfill operations
site, in which they do all the acquisitions and
maintenance for all heavy equipment needed
(compactor, dozer, loader, etc.). They believe
in proper periodic maintenance to extend the
lifecycles of all equipment for better utilization.
Therefore, their goal is to purchase the right
machines that are reliable and have great
longevity. This new Landfill operation is bringing
more work in-house instead of being contractor
maintained. The corporation believes bringing
this work in will bring efficiencies forward and
potential savings over the life of the landfill.
Their recent purchase of the Bobcat® Toolcat
UW56 utility work machine was done through
their RFQ process. The operators rated the vehicle
highly for its uniqueness and ability to do many
tasks. It’s a 4x4 with a heavy payload. You can
have multiple operators thereby eliminating a
trailing vehicle. You can use it all year round for
snow removal, clean-up, grounds keeping, and
using different attachments for the big flower
boxes/planters. “It also keeps our emissions
down and saves time and cost for an additional
operator by only having one vehicle and being
greener is important to us,” said Eric Leduc, fleet
supervisor. “We found it hard to find another
machine that could compete with this unique
Bobcat machine and what it can do for us.
Utilization, fleet management, versatility, all the
boxes are checked with this machine,” stated
Darin Roy, fleet coordinator.

When operator Chris was asked why he likes
the Bobcat Toolcat utility vehicles, he said “They
are very versatile, handle well, comfortable,
hydraulics very responsive, has good horsepower
for the size of the machine and has great
visibility.” Stephan Gagnon, operator added,
“4 wheel steering can take corners really well,
can use different attachments like a broom and
buckets. It is the best machine for downtown
jobs in spring/summer especially.”
“McDowell B Equipment is great to deal with and
we have dealt with them for years” stated Darin.
“They bring a service truck right to our site if we
need it. We are very happy with their service.
Colin McDowell has been great as well. He has
spent time with everyone here to complete
in-class and practical training, operating the
machine as well.” stated Eric. “We would be happy
to recommend them.”
Thank you, Darin and Eric.

YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED BOBCAT DEALERS
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Kinperium Industries acquires K-Tec &
Ashland equipment manufacturers
Kinperium Industries has
announced that it has
acquired K.A. Group, consisting of K-Tec Earthmovers & Ashland Industries.
Kinperium partnered with
the owners and management of K-Tec & Ashland to
acquire a majority stake of
the company.
K-Te c & A s h l a n d a re
manufacturers of pull-pan
earthmoving scrapers and
implements for the constr uction, mining, and
agriculture end-markets.
The two scraper brands
previously joined forces in
a 2020 merger, providing
for production facilities
in Rosenort, Manitoba,

Canada and Ashland, Wisconsin, USA.
With the aggressive
growth goals the company
has set out, both factories
and all current employees
are geared up to continue
their efforts under new
ownership.
The factories on both sides
of the border are each looking to add additional staff to
their teams and future facility
expansion projects to fulfill
the existing order book of
earthmoving equipment.
“Our new partnership
with K-Tec and Ashland is
truly groundbreaking,” said
Bill Kostenko, Chairman of
Kinperium Industries Inc.

“Ashland has a deep heritage
of success in the agricultural
and industrial construction
markets, while K-Tec’s quality, rugged earthmoving
equipment excels in the
heavy construction and
mining markets. We believe
that these complementary
brands are well positioned
to expand their industry
leading market share, and
Kinperium looks forward
to supporting the long-term
growth of the organization.
One of the major factors
that attracted us to the K.A.
Group is the strength and
enthusiasm of the management team. We look forward
to supporting this existing

team to continue the momentum that they have
created for the K.A. Group.”
“Kinperium is a family
office which focuses on the
generational, stable success
of businesses.” said Mike
Palitsky, President/CEO of
K.A. Group. “I firmly believe
that this structure is exactly in-line with the culture

that we are enjoying at K.A.
Group today. From the start,
we identified Kinperium as
our number one partner
candidate. We are thankful
that we can now begin our
working relationship together for a promising future of
long-term growth.”
“K .A . Group also sincerely thanks our previous

owner group, Owner Resource Group (“ORG”) for
their foundational support,
connections, and structure
that they established for our
company to flourish over the
last 3 years.”
Kinperium closed the
transaction on January 31,
2022. Financial terms of the
deal were not disclosed.

Greenland launches GEX-8000
electric industrial excavator
Greenland Technologies Holding Corporation has announced the launch of its latest
industrial vehicle, the GEX-8000 Industrial
Electric Excavator.
This marks another major expansion in
Greenland's product roadmap of industrial
vehicles that provide sustainable solutions to
industries traditionally dominated by heavy
emission equipment.
The GEX-8000 Industrial Electric Excavator
is powered by a 141 kWh lithium battery
that boasts a rapid 2 hour charge time with
9 hours of operating time per charge.
With an 8.0 ton rated load, the powerful
yet zero operating emissions GEX-8000 is
positioned to help further modernize the
global industrial equipment market.
According to the company, it is perfect for
on-site applications in industries ranging
from agriculture and urban construction to
waste management and property management.
Raymond Wang, CEO of Greenland, commented, "This is an exciting development for
us and we can't wait to show off our latest
vehicle to customers, which we believe
delivers superior performance and a faster
return on investment than traditional industrial vehicles. We continue to execute on our
product roadmap and solidify Greenland's
position as one of the industrial electric

vehicle market's most innovative companies. Our goal is to meet all of our customers'
needs from warehousing vehicles to loaders,
heavier excavation vehicles and more. That
is why we continue to prioritize and invest in
our long-term roadmap. We are in a growth to leverage additional sales and technology nancial and environmental standpoint, and
phase that we expect will accelerate as we partnerships. We believe Greenland's value we look forward to leveraging this to drive
bring our recently announced new manu- proposition is compelling from both a fi- higher sales growth as we move forward."
facturing capacity online, while continuing
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Cummins set to acquire Meritor at a value of $3.7 billion
Cummins and Meritor have
announced that they have
entered into a definitive
agreement under which
Cummins will acquire
Meritor, a global leader of

drivetrain, mobility, braking, aftermarket and electric powertrain solutions
for commercial vehicle and
industrial markets.
Under the terms of the

ECO
MULCHER

®

Gain additional revenue
from your excavator with an
Eco Mulcher.

SEVEN THK 150

Eco Mulcher is capable
of producing Category I
mulch, for the finest ground
cover and quickest return
to nature.

sales@thestgeorgeco.com

www.ecomulcher.com

800-461-4299

agreement, Cummins will
pay $36.50 in cash per Meritor
share, for a total transaction
value of approximately $3.7
billion, including assumed
debt and net of acquired
cash.
“The acquisition of Meritor
is an important milestone
for Cummins. Meritor is an
industry leader, and the addition of their complementary
strengths will help us address
one of the most critical technology challenges of our age:
developing economically viable zero carbon solutions
for commercial and industrial applications,” said Tom
Linebarger, Chairman and
CEO, Cummins. “Climate
change is the existential crisis
of our time and this acquisition accelerates our ability
to address it. Our customers
need economically viable
decarbonized solutions.”
“In addition, our communities and our planet depend
on companies like Cummins
to invest in and develop
these solutions,” Linebarger added. This acquisition
adds products to our components business that are
independent of powertrain
technology, and by leveraging our global footprint
we expect to accelerate the
growth in Meritor’s core axle
and brake businesses. There
is also a compelling finan-

1.866.488.0878

LABOUNTY MOUNTED
BREAKERS-LMB SERIES
1,200-13,000 FT. LB CLASS
TOOL OF CHOICE FOR DEMO,
TRENCHING,TUNNELING &
BOULDER BREAKING

SHEARS, HAMMERS, PULVERIZERS AND GRAPPLES

HEAVY EQUIPMENT SALES, RENTALS AND REPAIRS

pineridgeliscoedwards.ca

cial case for this acquisition,
with significant synergies
expected in SG&A, supply
chain operations and facilities optimization.”
“This agreement with
Cummins builds on Meritor’s
track-record of outstanding
performance and service to
our customers. Our offerings will continue to play an
important, strategic role as
commercial vehicles transform to become electric and
autonomous,” said Chris
Villavarayan, CEO and President of Meritor. “At closing,
Meritor shareholders will
receive immediate value at
a compelling 48% premium
to the Meritor trading price
as of Feb. 18, 2022, and customers will benefit from
enhanced capabilities in
technology and the ability
to accelerate investment in
axle and brake development
and EV adoption. Our global
team members and their
commitment to excellence
helped make this transaction
possible and will fuel our
innovations as we embark
on this next chapter in our
longstanding legacy.”

Strategic rationale
According to Cummins,
the integration of Meritor’s
people, technology and
capabilities will position
Cummins as one of the few

companies able to provide
integrated powertrain solutions across combustion and
electric power applications.
Cummins believes eAxles
will be a critical integration
point within hybrid and electric drivetrains.
By accelerating Meritor’s
investment in electrification
and integrating development
within its New Power business, Cummins expects to
deliver market-leading solutions to global customers.
The company, which
is headquartered in Troy,
Michigan, has more than
9,600 employees serving
commercial truck, trailer, off-highway, defense,
specialty and aftermarket
customers around the world.
The acquisition of Meritor
is expected to be immediately accretive to Cummins’
adjusted EPS and is expected
to generate annual pre-tax

run-rate synergies of approximately $130 million
by year three after closing.
Also, Cummins intends
to finance the transaction
using a combination of cash
on the company’s balance
sheet and debt and remains
committed to maintaining its
strong credit ratings.
The Board of Directors of
Meritor has unanimously
approved the agreement with
Cummins and recommends
that Meritor shareholders
vote in favor of the transaction at the Special Meeting
of Shareholders to be called
in connection with the transaction.
The transaction, which is
subject to customary closing conditions and receipt
of applicable regulatory
approvals and Meritor shareholder approval, is expected
to close by the end of the calendar year.

AED Foundation raises over $200k to support equipment industry
The Association of Equipment Distributors (AED)
announced that it raised over
$200,000 at its annual fundraising gala held during its
2022 Summit in Orlando.
Funds raised will be used to
support Foundation programs
and its mission to address the
equipment industry’s technician shortage.
The 6th Annual AED Foundation Gala was generously
supported by live auction host
sponsor, Ritchie Bros; Technicians of the Year sponsor,
Knapheide; gold sponsor,
Sentry Insurance and silver
sponsor, BOK Financial.
“We would like to thank all
of our sponsors and donors
for helping us raise critical
funds to allow The AED Foundation to continue to grow
and support the equipment
industry. We would like to
extend a special thank you to
Ritchie Bros. for making it possible,” said Brian P. McGuire,
President of The AED Foundation. “We were pleased to
recognize our outstanding
class of 2022 technicians of
the year, which is one of the
ways we can showcase the
critical role technicians play
in our industry.”
The gala also afforded The
AED Foundation the opportunity to recognize key leaders
within the equipment distribution industry as well as

Jeff Scott (AED), Terry Dolan (CASE CE), Brian McGuire (AED).
honoring the 2022 Techni- Award, in recognition of discians of the Year.
tinguished service or merit
of a manufacturer or service
Award winners included:
provider that has provided
The Lester J. Heath III significant contributions to
Award, given in honour of Les- the professional education
ter Heath, the first President goals of The AED Foundaof The AED Foundation, to tion, was given to e-Emphasys
an individual demonstrating Technologies Inc.
outstanding contributions
AED Foundation—Knaphto the Foundation through eide Technicians of the Year:
involvement and support of
Canada: Brad Herbert,
Foundation activities includFinning Canada
ing training, accreditation and
Great Lakes: Randy Engworkforce development was
blom, Modern Machinery
given to Fred F. Berry, Jr., Berry
Co., Inc.
Companies, Inc; Earl K. Harbaugh, Ditch Witch Midwest
Midwest: Brian Miller,
and Jay Paradis, Brandeis MaSoutheastern Equipment
chinery & Supply Co.
Co. Inc.
The Foundation Champion
Northeast: James Massey,
Award, in recognition of disJunttan USA Inc.
tinguished service or merit
South Central: Clark Rutof a manufacturer or service
ledge, Murphy Tractor &
provider that has provided
Equipment Co., Inc.
Southeast: Nicholas Risignificant contributions to
vera, Lyle Machinery Co.
the workforce goals of The
West: Nathan Ladd, Bobcat
AED Foundation, was given
of the Rockies
to CASE Construction EquipWest: Adam Ramirez,
ment.
Coastline Equipment
The Foundation Partner

·
·
·
·
·
·
·
·
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A WIRTGEN GROUP COMPANY

Strong like a specialist.
Versatile like an all-rounder.
MOBIREX MR 110/130 EVO2

BOOTH
2302

MOBIREX MR 110/130 EVO2

Perfect for high throughput performance – in natural stone and for recycling applications. The MOBIREX
MR 110/130 EVO2 mobile impact crushers feature a state-of-the-art material flow concept and a powerful dieseldirectdrive – for high throughput combined with optimised wear and consumption. With their compact design, the
plants are easy to transport and as quick to set up as they are to dismantle. The MR 110/130 EVO2 – versatile and ready
for high performance.
www.wirtgen-group.com

WIRTGEN AMERICA, INC. · 6030 Dana Way · Antioch, TN 37013 · Telephone: (615) 501-0600
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EXTREME STRENGTH

220X EXCAVATOR
The first of the new X SERIES and JCB’s most advanced 20 ton tracked excavator, featuring
exceptional performance and build quality.
The all-new JCB X-series excavators are here, delivering the performance you need to get
the job done and the dependability you need to drive down costs. Longer service intervals,
effortless control and industry-leading operator comfort are just part of the new JCB
X-series experience … backed by a nationwide
dealer and parts distribution network you can
YOUR FAMILY OF LOCAL JCB DEALERS
count on.
To learn more about the new JCB X-series excavators
www.jcb.com
contact
your JCB dealer.
YOURvisit
FAMILY
OF LOCALorJCB
DEALERS
ALBERTA
Liftboss JCB

Calgary: 403-301-0041
Edmonton: 780-474-9900
liftboss.ca

BRITISH COLUMBIA
RDM JCB
Surrey: 604-576-8566
rdmjcb.com
NEW BRUNSWICK

A.L.P.A. Equipment
Edmundston : 506-735-4144
Balmoral : 506-826-2717
Fredericton : 506-452-9818
Moncton, N.B. : 506-861-2572
alpaequipment.com
NOVA SCOTIA
A.L.P.A. Equipment
Truro : (902) 897-2717
alpaequipment.com

NEWFOUNDLAND
Harvey JCB

Corner Brook: 709-639-2960
St. Johns: 709-738-8911
harveyco.ca

ONTARIO
Advance JCB

Waterloo: 519-742-5878
Harriston: 519-510-5878
advanceequipment.net

D&W Group Inc.
Doughty & Williamson
Jarvis: 519-587-2273
Brant Tractor
Burford: 519-449-2500
Redtrac International
Vineland: 905-562-4136
dwgroup.ca

ONTARIO
Fulline JCB

ONTARIO
Moore JCB
Toronto, York & Peel
Region: 416-747-1212
moorejcb.com

Glencoe: 519-287-2840
fullinefarm.com

Jade Equipment
Oro-Medonte/Orillia:
705-325-2777
jadequipment.com

Delta JCB

Dunvegan: 613-527-1501
Renfrew: 613-432-4133
Winchester: 613-774-2273
deltapower.ca

John’s Equipment
Sales & Service
Frankford: 613-398-6522
johnsequipmentsales.com
ReadyQuip Sales & Service Ltd.
Timmins: 705-268-7600
readyquip.com

Hub International
Equipment Ltd.
Lindsay: 705-324-6136
Port Perry: 905-982-1500
hubinter.com

WPE Landscape Equipment
- JCB
Hamilton/Halton: 905-628-3055
wpeequipment.ca

PEI
A.L.P.A. Equipment
(506) 861-2572
alpaequipment.com

/JCBNA

@

@JCBNA

JCBNA

QUEBEC
A.L.P.A. Equipment

Bas-Saint-Laurent :
(506) 735-4144
Gaspésie : (506) 826-2717
alpaequipment.com

Bossé Quebec Inc.
Desmaures: 418-878-2241
Saint-Augustin-debosse-frere.com
Moore JCB
Montreal: 514-333-1212
moorejcb.com

SASKATCHEWAN
& MANITOBA
Westcon JCB
Regina: 306-359-7273
Saskatoon: 306-934-3646
Winnipeg: 204-694-5364
westconjcb.com
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toromontequip.com

HOT DEALS OF
THE MONTH!
For a limited time,
get as low as

3,99%

2004 CAT 325CFM
FORESTRY

on all of our used
equipment.*

$106,000

2017 DEERE 2154D
FORESTRY

25,545 HRS

VAL-D’OR, QC

10.040 HRS

2007 CAT 325DL
EXCAVATOR

$87,000

2012 CAT 349EL
EXCAVATOR

12,913 HRS

KINGSTON, ON

12,785 HRS

1985 DEERE 544C
WHEEL LOADER

$22,000

2015 CAT 924K
WHEEL LOADER

8,813 HRS

ST. JOHNS, NL

$245,000
THUNDER BAY, ON

$145,000
VAL-D’OR, QC

$99,000

12,852 HRS

SUDBURY, ON

2006 DEERE 545
SKIDDER
16,457 HRS

2013 DEERE 310SK
BACKHOE LOADER
3,487 HRS

2017 CAT 924K
WHEEL LOADER

WINNIPEG, MB

17,306 HRS

WINDSOR, ON

2,343
16,103 HRS
HRS

THUNDER
BATHURST,
BAY, NB
ON

Transmissions (rebuilt & tested)

EXT. 3067
EXT. 5768

ALL IN ONE PLACE!
HUGE INVENTORY

2011 CAT 930H
WHEEL LOADER

$75,000

14,230 HRS

WINNIPEG, MB

WANTED USED GEN. SETS,
INDUSTRIAL AND MARINE ENGINES

Rebuilt 950G trans, 114 8945
$18,300 exchange
Rebuilt IT28G trans p/n 2013318
$13,500 exchange
Rebuilt 928G trans p/n 177 0017
$14,500 exchange
IT18F transmission (1082075)
$10,500 exchange
988B Transmission p/n 3P9094
$25,850 outright
924 transmission rebuilt. p/n 1807503
$11,200 exchange
980C rebuilt, p/n 6Y3197 h/d arrange.
$22,700 exchange
New arrivals for tear down, 966H, 324D, 980G, 930H.

Dependable Alternative Toromont Rebuilt and
Used Generator Sets.
If you don’t see what you want, call me and I’ll get it for you.
A transformer can be used to reduce 600 to 480 volts.
For pictures please visit:

Toromontequip.com CONTACT PAT MCCART AT:

1 800 771-9145 or 705 436-7770 or Cell: 416 522-8701
Email: pmccart@toromont.com

$22,500
$10,500
$18,500 ea

•
•

345 Final drive 227 604
319/320/321/323 p/n 3530611
final drive open & insp

$24,000
$8,900

SOLD

CAT 3512 Skid Mounted Gen Set
1200 KW Prime rated at 600 volt, Form
wound gen end with 250 original hours.
$425,000

SOLD

CAT 3412 Skid Mounted Gen Set
680 KW Prime rated at 600 volt, 2 hours
since major overhaul.
$220,000

CALL: 705 436-7770 or 1 800 771-9145
Andy
Greg

ST. JOHN’S, NL

$333,500

12,116 HRS

740 Final Drive, reconditioned, p/n 3710565
324D Rebuilt final drives, new bearings/seals
365B Rebuilt final drive, P/N 136 2956 (2)

3,409 HRS

2007 CAT 816F
COMPACTOR

2013 LEEBOY 8616
PAVER

Final Drives & Differentials
•
•
•

$74,500

$42,000

$44,000

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

$115,000

2014 DEERE 310SK
BACKHOE LOADER

CAMBRIDGE, ON

2006 VOLVO G940B
MOTOR GRADER

$6,950 exchange
$6,200 and up
$950 ea
$1,800 ea
$16,500
$1,800

CAMBRIDGE, ON

CAMBRIDGE, ON

12,511 HRS

$60,000

330B Rebuilt Swing drive p/n 114 1441
938, 950, 962 GP buckets, new take off’s
New CAT 420 pin on front bkt, c/w bolt on edge
Numerous Fusion couplers, IT couplers all new take off’s
446D Side Dump new Cat unused 1.25 cu/yd
430E 30’’ rear bucket, new CAT
Numerous Hydraulic cylinders rebuilt, Excavator and loader.
Numerous new Cat surplus cutting edges and bucket teeth.

$77,000

4,925 HRS

$98,000

SUDBURY, ON

USED AND RESTORED PARTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

POINTE-CLAIRE, QC

2017 CAT 308E2CRSB
EXCAVATOR

10,215 HRS

1994 CAT PM565
COLD PLANER

Recent arrivals

$88,900

Joe
EXT. 3068
Shawn EXT. 3066

› toromontequip.com › 1 833 953-7847
WEEKLY DEALS

CAT CERTIFIED USED

*Certain conditions may apply. Limited time offer. Us pricing subjected to actual exchange rates at time of sale. All units are subject to prior sale.
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It’s a new dawn,
a new day,
a new future
The all-new TA 230 Litronic
dump truck
Designed with a unique combination of power and intelligence the TA 230 features
market leading technology, an innovative weighing system, automatic traction
control, hill start assist, not to mention the superior cabin design to leave your
operator feeling good. Simply put, a perfect mix of agility with outstanding
performance.
www.liebherr.com/the-new-one

Articulated Dump Truck

Liebherr-Canada Ltd. • 1015 Sutton Drive • Burlington, Ontario L7L 5Z8 • Phone: +1 905 319 9222
info.lca@liebherr.com • www.facebook.com/LiebherrCanadaLtd • www.liebherr.ca

2009-501_016 LHB_166_TA230_Der-Neue_2021_EquipJournal_CAN_GB.indd 1

03.02.22 13:53
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ATTACHMENTS
GRYB International brings SMP
Parts tiltrotators to North America
GRYB International has announced the launch of the GTR
Tiltrotator. The Quebec-based company has a new agreement with Sweden’s SMP Parts to provide the North American market with co-branded tiltrotators
“We couldn’t be more excited to include the GTR series
tiltrotators into our product line, this new addition will ensure that we have the right solution for our customers, every
time,” said Remi Beaudoin, President, GRYB International.
Having started their history in the Scandinavian market
in the 1980s and growing throughout Europe, tiltrotators
are quickly gaining popularity in the US and Canada. This
is largely in part due to the ability to greatly increase job site
efficiency, through reduced fuel and labour costs.
“With SMP’s long history, and innovation in tiltrotators,
and our shared passion for providing the highest customer
satisfaction, we know that we can help you improve your
efficiency, lower your operating costs, and help you to dig
smarter,” said Jesse Roy, Vice President of Sales, GRYB
International.
GTR Tiltrotators will be offered for machines ranging
from 2-30 tons and in various configurations including, an
optional grab module, FC (Fast Connect) oil system and
quick coupler options.
Also, the tiltrotators feature endless rotation and tilting of
up to 40° in all directions. They feature a grease lubricated
gear housing, requiring less maintenance and helping to
avoid oil leaks resulting from broken seals.
GRYB will manufacture a complete line of attachments
dedicated to the tiltrotators, including digging and grading
buckets, rippers, grading beams, and grapples through
Bateman Manufacturing.
According to the company, ideal markets for its range of attachments and tiltrotators include construction, ground and
road work, utilities, rail, and demolition and landscaping.
GRYB International provides an extensive range of material
handling solutions. Its divisions include GRYB Attachments
(Victoriaville QC), Bateman Manufacturing (Oro-Medonte,
ON), Winkle Industries (Alliance, OH), Shearex (Roxton
Falls, QC) and Serco Loaders (Two Harbors, MN).

Additionally, GRYB Attachments offers personalized
and customized on-site turn-key installation services and
training. The company claims that this offering aims at
fostering safe and proper operation of a customer’s new
equipment attachments.
Furthermore, GRYB has an on-the-road service team that
can repair attachments, no matter the brand.
According to GRYB, the distribution agreement between
GRYB International and SMP Parts will bring the advantages
of European design and innovation, with some of the highest
quality attachments in North America.
GRYB’s offering of a hands-on approach with customers looks to be an important attribute as it delves into the
tiltrotator market, given the heightened complexity of the
coupling system.

SMP Parts and the Open-S Alliance
Open-S is a common standard for the hydraulic interface
between quick coupler, tiltrotator and attachments. With
an open standard, machine operators and contractors can
more easily choose quick couplers, tiltrotators and work
tools from manufacturers that are in compliance with the
standard, and be confident that they will work together.
Nearing the end of 2021, SMP Parts became a full member
of the Open-S alliance. So, the tiltrotators distributed by
GRYB International will feature the standardized hydraulic
interface.
“Standardization is an important part of improving both
the user experience and the enhanced safety of our customers. By becoming members of the Open-S Alliance we take
our responsibility in creating one global standard whereby
the safety of products must never be compromised”, says
Patrik Lindqvist, CEO and President of SMP Parts.
“We have had a clear goal at SMP Parts, to be one of the
suppliers included in the Open-S Alliance, precisely because it both increases our competitiveness and because
it gives our end customers more opportunities to use SMP
products”, says Mattias Andersson, Chief Technical Officer
at SMP Parts.
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Fecon introduces narrower Blackhawk BK6218
Fecon has introduced the
BK6218 forestry mulcher,
with all of the features of the
popular Blackhawk mulcher
frame, but in a narrower
frame.
Ideal for precision mulching, this narrower, more agile
version quickly and efficiently
shreds standing vegetation
and processes material on
the ground.
Utilizing shear bars and
knife tools, the BK6218 creates a consistent chip size the
first pass.

The cutting chamber is
designed to process material going forward or back
dragging, without leaving unprocessed material.
Also, the 18-inch diameter
rotor spools quickly and minimizes wait times.
According to Fecon, it is
ideal for skid steer and compact tracked loaders with
hydraulic flows of 30 to 45gpm.
It features 24 knife tools and
has a 62” cutting width.
Potential applications include clearing brush and

vegetation, shredding material
in woodland urban interface
zones, clearing rights-of-way,
lot clearing and clean-up and
site preparation.
A compact body design allows increased visibility, while
the narrower width improves
handling and agility.
Also, because the BK6218
efficiently channels material
through its cutting cycle, there
is minimal draw on the engine, resulting in significantly
improved fuel efficiency.
Should a rotor stall occur,
the unit will immediately recover when extricated from

the stall-causing material and
be ready to re-engage.
Most of the finely chipped
material is broadcast forward
of the rotor to minimize the
re-processing of already
shredded material, further
enhancing its efficiency and
effectiveness.
Hydraulic lines have been
completely redesigned for better flow through the mulcher.
Elimination of 90-degree
bends reduces heat buildup
in the hydraulic fluid, which
allows longer run times and
longer service of hydraulic
components.

Additionally, each BK6218
mulcher can be fine-tuned to
the specific hydraulic output
of its carrier. Adjusting hydraulic displacement of the
motor to match hydraulic
flow supplied boosts the rotor
performance and efficiency.

Finally, bolt-in wear parts
enhance the economy of
the BK6218 and the rugged
construction includes 5/16”
thick HS steel cutting chamber with AR steel replaceable
wear parts.

Toro adds new floor scraper attachment to Dingo line
We are your complete radiator
and heat exchanger maintenance
and servicing company.
Our technicians are specialists in:

• Radiators
• Charge Air Coolers
• Oil Coolers
• Air Cooled Heat Exchangers
• Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers
• Plate & Frame Heat Exchangers
• Brazed Plate Heat Exchangers

Call now to speak with one of
our heat exchanger experts!

LEADERS
IN THE
REPAIR OF
INDUSTRIAL
RADIATORS
AND HEAT
EXCHANGERS

(647) 370-1483

www.ringrad.com

Toro is adding a new floor
scraper attachment to the
Toro e-Dingo compact utility
loader product line.
According to the company,
the attachment is designed
to enhance productivity and
flexibility for flooring removal
jobs.
“The floor scraper attachment is backed by 30 years
of concepting and design,
and was designed with contractors at the heart,” said
Jay Thaker, Toro marketing
manager. “It’s a proven design
leaning into our key principles
of productivity, and we’re excited to offer it as part of our

Maximum Productivity

For the Profit end of your Machinery

Grapples

e-Dingo product line. It will
bring further versatility and
performance to customers,
providing yet another application in which the e-Dingo
can be used.”
The Toro e-Dingo floor
scraper features an all-steel
construction. It removes vinyl,
quarry, ceramic tile, carpet
squares, paint, glue, asphalt,
and more. The blades will
remain level even when the
e-Dingo is traversing uneven
grounds due to the floating
blade holder.
Also, it features a builton quick-attach mounting
plate, simplifying attachment
changeouts. Different types
and sizes of blades are also
available.
A rotating blade holder,
3-position arrangement and
suitcase weights showcase

how Toro kept contractors
in mind during the design
process.
For example, the rotating
blade holder reduces the need
to sharpen the blade, as you
can rotate it 180 degrees when
the top side begins to dull.

Also, the 3-position arrangement allows the
e-Dingo to remove material
closer to a wall, and the four
suitcase weights increase
productivity by adding significant downforce and
power.

Hydraulic
Breakers

We have attachments for all your
DEMOLITION, SCRAP and RECYCLING NEEDS
Pulverizers

Shears

1-877-640-2862

info@magnumattachments.com
www.magnumattachments.com
2214 Line 9, Bradford, ON L3Z 3T1

Rototilt Group puts users first with new website
The past years have been
expansive for the tiltrotator
company from northern
Sweden. Despite the pandemic, Rototilt Group has
been able to take on several
new markets.
The next step in their
expansion is launching a
new website in an attempt
to elevate the brand internationally and put users first.
As Rototilt opens sales offices, production sites and
sign on new official distributers, they are also faced
with new audiences. The
new website is available in
no less than 12 languages

and has been developed
with a primary focus on the
mobile platform.
“Growing both the company and the brand in a
sustainable way is crucial
to us,” says Sandra Olofss o n , d i g i t a l ma rk e t i n g
coordinator. “We want to
be more inclusive of our
new audiences and find
ways to connect with our
users around the world.
Launching a new website
is an important part of that.”
Rototilt Group recently
started production in their
expanded factory and new
center for research and test-

ing in Sweden.
Additionally, the company
has, as of December 2021,
started final assembly of all
tiltrotator models in North
America.
“We’re in an exciting part
of our journey right now.
Our service offer is expanding and our distributors
increasing. Now, with the
new website, we’re putting
our users first both in the
excavator and online. Our
hope is that it will become
a place for them to connect
with us and with our dealers worldwide,” Olofsson
adds.
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7 Tips For Prepping Your Heavy Construction Equipment and Attachments
By Aaron Kleingartner, Doosan Start early
Infracore North America
As temperatures rise and project start dates flow in, plan a full
There’s nothing more exciting machine inspection a few weeks
than starting up heavy construc- before you return your machine to
tion equipment after it spends the service. Follow post-storage prowinter in storage. Before you take cedures as listed in your machine’s
on your first job of the 2022 con- Operation & Maintenance Manual.
struction season, it’s vital that your The manual lists recommended
machines go through a tune-up.
intervals and a checklist of spring
To ensure reliable operation once maintenance items as well as oil
the ground thaws, follow proper and fluid recommendations.
maintenance procedures as listIt’s also a good idea to request
ed in your machine’s Operation & maintenance training and assistMaintenance Manual.
ance from your local equipment
Follow these tips: clean your ma- dealer on proper techniques
chine, connect the battery, check before your busy season starts.
fluids and filters as well as tires and Familiarize yourself with decals
tracks, and examine hydraulic hoses and key maintenance points on
and attachment connection systems. the machine. However, if you are
strapped for time or don’t feel

comfortable maintaining your machine, utilize your local dealership
for maintenance. By partnering
with your dealer, you can help
extend the life of your equipment, minimize downtime and
save money over time with their
preventive maintenance services.

Clean your machine

weren’t cleaned prior to storage.
If you have an excavator, inspect
the undercarriage. All machine
components should be properly
lubricated, and exposed cylinder
rods should be greased. In addition, the machine’s cab should
be cleaned. Some equipment
manufacturers offer an optional
on-board air compressor to easily remove dust and debris from
the cab.
Replace machine safety and
warning decals that may be
scratched, illegible or missing.
Contact your local dealer to order
new ones.

An often-overlooked step during
spring maintenance is cleaning
your equipment. Last year’s grime
should have been cleaned before
storing your equipment ; however, it doesn’t hurt to give your
machines a quick wash before
returning them to service.
Remove any dirt, grease or deb- Inspect the battery
ris from the machine, including
Before your busy season hits,
the engine compartment, that inspect the battery and connect it

to the machine. For batteries that
need to be charged periodically, a
trickle charger can be connected
to help maintain the voltage at a
slower rate, improving the battery
life. Battery connections should
also be inspected and cleaned at
this time. Corroded terminals can
cause hard starting and charging
issues.
If you need to unexpectedly start
your equipment during winter, use
a block heater to assist starting the
engine and let it run until it gets
up to the working temperature.
This helps prevent the valves from
sticking and distribute oil where
needed. If you do not have a block
heater, consider purchasing one.
Continued on B6
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Continued from B5

7 Tips For Prepping Your Heavy Construction...
Complete a walk-around

to your Operation & Maintenance Manual to
follow the proper fluid level amounts.
After long-term storage, make sure fluids
are properly filled, especially for machines
with diesel exhaust fluid (DEF). Purity and
concentration are critical with DEF and can
be affected by temperature, so work with your
local dealer to better understand how to store
and handle this critical fluid.
If you used your equipment in winter, switch
from a special winter-blend fuel, typically No.
1 diesel fuel, and replace with the standard
No. 2 diesel fuel to prepare for warmer temperatures. Drain any water from the water
separator on your machine. Then, fill the fuel
tank. Check to make sure excess water from
condensation is not present in the fuel tank
or in the oil. Condensation can cause start-up
issues at the beginning of spring.
Lastly, change all filters, specifically the cabin
filter and air filtration system. Filters should
also be changed annually or sooner, depending
on how many hours the machine is in use
and the conditions where you are using your
equipment. Use the correct replacement filter
to reduce the risk of premature engine failure.

@EQUIPJOURNAL

have an inventory of basic parts and fluids
on hand, including grease, engine oil, antifreeze, air filters, fuel filters and drive belts.
Stocking up on components reduces any
potential downtime if a component breaks
down on the job. Work with your dealer to
determine what parts you should add to
your inventory.
Spring-time maintenance shouldn’t be
overwhelming. By inspecting the battery;
completing a visual check; examining fluids,
oils and filters; and preparing attachment
connection systems, you can quickly prepare
your machine for the busy season.

After the machine has been cleaned and
the battery has been inspected, complete a
top-to-bottom walk-around. Make sure all
working components are in proper working
order, specifically the bushings, cylinders,
hoses and pivot points. Take note if any of
the components leaked while in storage and
replace them as soon as possible.
Look for signs of obvious machine damage,
including cuts or tears in the tires or rubber
tracks. Tracks should be inspected to make
Haul your way into spring
sure they have the proper track tension and
Before hauling crawler excavators or
tires with the proper inflation pressure shown
on the sidewall of the tire. Refer to the Operation and Maintenance Manual for proper
track tension and tire inflation.
Check comfort features, such as heat and air
conditioning, radio, seat belts and windshield
wiper blades. In addition, test cab controls,
headlights, brake lights and other safety
devices to ensure they are in good working
order. If there are worn or damaged parts,
controls or switches, replace them.
Prep attachments
Excavator and wheel loader attachments
Other maintenance items to follow include:
deserve the same maintenance as the maRemove all grease from the hydraulic chine to which it is connected. Perform visual
cylinder rods
checks of attachment components such as
Add grease and oil to all lubrication points hydraulic hoses, cylinders, guards and cutting
Adjust the fan and alternator belt tension edges and teeth for damage before returning
Inspect for signs of animal nests
your equipment to service. Everything that
engages with the ground should be inspected
Check fuel, oils and filters
for wear and damage.
When transitioning from winter storage
Connect the attachment, and operate it
to spring, follow the hydraulic oil warm- briefly to make sure the attachment will
up procedures as listed in your Operation be working properly when in use. Check
& Maintenance Manual, as well as match attachment-specific fluid levels and change
excavator fluids to the proper ambient tem- them as needed.
peratures. If you are getting close to your next
preventive maintenance schedule, replace Stock up on parts
In a move designed to support customers by
hydraulic fluids, fuel and filters. Always refer
To expedite spring maintenance, always
maintaining key distributor networks and
opening doors for expanded product access
and collaboration, Montabert, a standalone
hydraulic rock breaker business owned by
Komatsu, today announced it has entered
into an agreement with Tramac to acquire
100 percent ownership of the distributor’s
US and Canadian businesses.
Tramac supports more than 30 resellers
in Canada and has distinguished itself as
one of the top global Montabert breaker
distributors for more than 50 years. The
company operates three facilities in Canada
and one in the US. Through the planned
acquisition, the company aims to enhance
product development, expand the rock
Name:
breaker business into various global markets
and provide superior service.
Company:
“We are excited to expand our reach for
Type of Business:
customers in Canada and in new global
markets through synergies with the larger
Address:
Montabert distribution network worldwide,”

wheel loaders to your jobsite, make sure
the transport and towing vehicles are in good
working condition this winter. Inspect the
tires, brakes, lights, coupling system and tiedown points used to secure your machine. All
pins and connection points should be secure
and the hooks still functional. If you see any
cracks, stretches or fatigued links, remove the
tie-down equipment from service.
There may be springtime load restrictions.
Load ratings vary, so check federal and local
laws and regulations regarding weight, width,
and length and height of a load before preparing to transport your machine on public
roads, bridges, highways and interstates
this spring .

·
·
·
·

Montabert announces plans to acquire US and
Canadian distributor Tramac

SUBSCRIBE TO

City:
Province:
Telephone:
Email Address*:

Postal Code:
Fax:

said Peter Salditt, president of underground
and hard rock mining at Komatsu. “We are
also pleased that the talented team at Tramac
plan to remain with the business post-acquisition, so we can continue to work together
and grow with their extensive expertise.”
Komatsu and Montabert leadership said
their focus is on continuing the excellent
service Tramac provides, and as such plans
to make no changes post-acquisition to the
way business is conducted within the Tramac business unit. In time, the groups plan
to work together to expand customer access
to products in new territories in Western
Canada and globally.
The official close of the acquisition is
projected for the end of February. After
the acquisition is complete, Montabert will
retain the Tramac brand as its Canada-based
distributor and continue to operate Tramac
as a standalone business unit under Montabert, as part of Komatsu’s global business.

Gyru-Star compact
screening systems
are used primarily
for screening
soil, compost &
aggregates. They
bring an affordable,
high quality and
performance
screening solution,
with low or zero
maintenance,
to the compact
attachment market.
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•Breakers
•Brush Cutters
•Buckets
•Compactors
•Demolition
•Forest Mulcher
•Grapples
•Quick Couplers
•Rippers
•Compactors
•Rubber Tracks
•Thumbs
•Screw Pile Drivers

shawbros.ca

info@shawbros.ca

SIMA
MIXER
BUCKETS

Ideal for
producing
concrete in
a practical
All loaders & skid-steers
way and
In takes just 3
Telescopic lifts
may it easy
minutes to mix.
to transport Bucket capacity 100
Excavator
Tractors w/front loaders where needed.
to 2000 litres.
Visit our website to see the videos of buckets in action or give us a call.
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Trenching for gas pipelines in
Siberia: an extreme job for a
Simex drum cutter
In Yamal peninsula, Siberia,
a Simex TF 1100 drumcutter was employed for trench
excavation for laying a gas
pipeline to the village of
Novy Port.
The excavation was carried out during the winter in
extreme weather conditions
but necessary for the completion of the work.
The very low temperatures
that make the ground frozen
in permafrost conditions,
in fact, allowed the transit
of heavy vehicles and the
effective excavation of the
ground. During the spring
thaw, the whole area turns
into swamp, not passable by
heavy machines.
Cold temperatures (with
peaks of -40 °), frozen
ground, strong presence of
stones and the need to complete the excavation before
the thaw, working on several
shifts to cover the whole day:
for all these reasons a Simex
TF 1100 drum cutter was
chosen.
The Simex attachment was
capable of maintaining a

YOUR HEAVY EQUIPMENT
RENTAL HEADQUARTERS!
Tri-City Equipment is a 100% privately
owned Canadian corporation.

FOR RENT

CAT 980/972 - Available for Long Term Rent. Auto Lube, GP
bucket, 966 also available.

productivity of 20 m³/h in
extreme environmental conditions and at the same time
guaranteeing high reliability,
despite strong stresses and
almost seamless processing.
All this was made possible
by the characteristics that
distinguish all the models
of drum cutters in the Simex
TF range.
Direct drive hydraulic
piston motor, which directly delivers power to the
drums without mechanical
transmission components,
guarantees high torque and
high performance.
Shaft transmits motion
only and bears no load

thanks to double support
bearings for each drum.
Filter on feed line and on
drainage line, both integrated, protect the hydraulic
system from any external
impurities.
In this context, Simex
TF drum cutter granted a
double advantage: on the
one hand, the excavation of a
narrow and deep trench; on
the other, a milled material
suitable to be immediately
reused on site in the excavation backfilling, not
requiring a further volumetric reduction by a second
equipment or operating
machine.

Jeff Lillycrop, CPPA

905-977-8402
jblappraisalservices@gmail.com

TRUCKS, MACHINERY AND EQUIPMENT APPRAISALS
USPAP Compliant and CPPAG Certified

On-Site Orderly Liquidation Services

www.jblservices.ca

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

60 FOOT LONG REACH – choice of buckets,
250 & 300 sizes available.

25, 30, 40, 45 TON TRUCKS - available with tailgates +
floatation tires.

519-767-9628
1-800-646-2064

FOR RENT

CAT 930/950 - Ready for winter w/bucket
or blade.

FOR SALE/RENT

LINK-BELT 145 X4 - Aux. hyd, Q/C, blade,
available w/rubber pads.
HITACHI ZX135 also available.

FOR RENT

CAT 12M GRADER - multiple units
available.

FOR RENT

KUBOTA SVL65 - bucket & blade
available.

CONTACTS
CALL OR TEXT

RYAN ARMISHAW
(519) 240-4672

FOR SALE

BUCKETS - brand new and used for most
classes. Hammers also available.

FOR RENT

CAT D5T - grade control, A/C, 6 way
blade, LGP.

FOR RENT

CAT D6T - grade control, GPS ready - D6N
also available.

DAVE ZAPPITELLI

FOR RENT

84" PADFOOT ROLLER - enclosed cab,
66" and 54" also available.

Full Service

(226) 962-6106

Rebuild Shop,
Aftermarket Parts,

$96,000.

2018 KUBOTA KX080 - one owner,
cab, A/C, blade, new rubber pads, approx.
2,400 hrs.-unit 1825.

CONNECT WITH US!

& Repairs

$194,000.

2018 HITACHI ZX245 – one owner,
aux hydraulics, pin grabber, Q/C, pattern
changer, approx. 4,250 hrs. Last one of
two-unit 1827.

TRI-CITYEQUIPMENT.COM

$145,000.

HITACHI ZX135 - one owner, aux
hydraulics, pin grabber Q/C, pattern
changer, approx. 3,850 hrs. – unit 1865.

AvailablE
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We build all Link-Belt X4
Excavators to unparalleled
quality standards

5-YEAR/
5,000 HOUR
Full Machine
Warranty

5-YEAR/
10,000 HOUR

Machine Structures
Warranty

Operating Weight: 112,900 lbs || Net HP: 362 hp || Max Dig Depth: 24’ 10” || Reach at Ground Level: 42’ 1”

490

• EPA-certified Tier 4 Final.

• Two-stage DEF anti-freeze system for
protection operating conditions.

• No DPF to maintain.

• RemoteCARE® GPS-enabled telematics
system included with no subscription fee!

• Up to 12% improved fuel economy.
• 500-hr. fuel filters service intervals.
• 10 diesel tank refills per 1 diesel exhaust
fluid (DEF) refill.

• We back up out X4 machines with one of
the strongest warranty programs in the
industry.

• 2.5% DEF consumption rate.

Your LINK-BELT Excavators Dealer has all the details!
ALBERTA

NEW BRUNSWICK

QUEBEC

Equipment Sales & Service Ltd.

Paul Equipment

Équipement JYL Inc.

Edmonton (780) 440-4010
essltd.com

Balmoral (506) 826-3289
paulequipment.ca

Chicoutimi (418) 698-6656
equipementjyl.com

ONTARIO
BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Inland Group
Burnaby, BC 604-291-6431
Campbell River, BC 250-287-8878
Castlegar, BC 250-365-2807
Cranbrook, BC 250-426-6205
Fort St. John, BC 250-785-6105
Kamloops, BC 250-374-4406
Kelowna, BC 250-769-2933
Langley, BC 604-607-8555
Nanaimo, BC 250-758-5288
Penticton, BC 250-492-3939
Prince George, BC 250-562-8171
Quesnel, BC 250-992-7256
Terrace, BC 250-635-5122
Vernon, BC 250-545-4424
Williams Lake, BC 250-392-7101
inland-group.com

Itec 2000

Micanic

Rosslyn (888) 574-8530
Thunder Bay (888) 574-8530
Timmins (705) 267-0223
itec2000.com

St-Aug-D-Desm (418) 878-2241
micanic.com

McDowell B Equipment Ltd.

(506) 826-3289
paulequipment.ca

Sudbury (705) 566-8190
Barrie (416) 770-7706
bmcdowell.com

Stratton Equipment
Sales & Service
Stratton (807) 483-7777
strattonequipment.com

Top Lift Enterprises Inc.
Stoney Creek (905) 662-4137
Bolton (905) 857-5200
toplift.com

Paul Equipment

Top Lift Enterprises Inc.
St-Laurent (514) 335-2953
Sherbrooke (819) 612-5438
toplift.com

YUKON TERRITORY
The Inland Group
Whitehorse, YT 867-668-2127
inland-group.com

www.lbxco.com/warranty
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DEMOLITION/WASTE & RECYCLING
SENNEBOGEN
HELPS ACTION
METALS OPTIMIZE
RECYCLING FACILITY

Boris Grinstein reflects on the growing fleet
of equipment working in his Action Metals
recycling yard, just off the I-45 near downtown Dallas.
“Five or ten years ago, my dad would
have said there’s no way we can have all
this machinery in this space. But we’re
doing it, and we’re moving more tonnage
than ever. Every yard has its limits, and we
have ours, but SENNEBOGEN has helped us
make the most of our space and maximize
our potential.”
Action Metals has been serving the Dallas/
Fort Worth area since 1994.
In 2018, Boris Grinstein took over the
reins of the business from his father. He
knew the business was in need of some
renewal, needing both new customers and
new equipment to stay competitive. Hard
work quickly won success with customers,
but acquiring proper new equipment proved
to be more of a challenge.
After purchasing a new converted excavator as his scrap-handler, he found it was far
from the solution he had hoped for.
“It was an awful experience,” he recalls.
“Everything was vibrating. The cab was
swinging like a pendulum. It wore out real
fast.”

Moving ahead
By replacing the excavator with his first
SENNEBOGEN 821 R-HD purpose-built
scrap handler, Grinstein saw his plan start
to come together.
Another old excavator was refitted as
a mobile shear. The shear and material
handler worked together to make the most
of the yard’s small acreage.
Recently, Grinstein added a second SENNEBOGEN machine, moving up to the larger
825 R-HD with a SENNEBOGEN grapple.
“We were ready for a bigger unit; we do

get some industrial scrap, which can be a
bit heavier; we wanted more lifting capacity and a bit more reach. About 75% of
our trade is retail, and we have 300 to 400
peddlers coming through here every day.
So, we need a machine that’s going to be a
real workhorse,” he explained. “We had it
running 48 hours a week for 52 weeks a year.
We start up at 4:00 or 5:00 in the morning
and go until at least 7:00 pm, or even 10 at
night. We’re open to the public from 8 to
6, but we have to process and load out our
material to keep space open in the yard.
The 821 has 8000 operating hours on it – it’s
had the life of almost a 5-year-old machine
in two years.”

A perfect fit

“Lease by the hour”
As well as finding the
perfect machine for his
business, Grinstein also
discovered SENNEBOGEN’s innovative program
to simplify financing costs.
“Lease by the Hour” offers a flexible package
that automatically adjusts the lease terms and
costs according to actual
usage. Customers have
greater certainty of their
machine’s end-of-lease
value, with “surprise”
long-term costs for over
or under hours.
“We found, with the way we use the
machines, this works better for me,” says
Grinstein. “Because we’ll be needing a new
machine every few years; I won’t have to
worry about parts because it’s leased, and
it’s covered. They know we’ll put on 3000
– 4000 hours every year and they’re ready
with all the parts in stock. And now it’s just
a fixed cost for my quoting and business
planning.”
“I know what it’s going to cost me to keep
this machine running. I know how much
steel I’m buying and how much it costs to
run my machine, and I don’t have the big
headache down the road of having a 3-yearold machine with a lot of hours on it.”
“I’m not upset that I didn’t go with this for
the first machine; I still have it as a backup
machine. But I wouldn’t buy another machine, outright.”

Grinstein decided it was time to let the
821 “cool down a little,” with the new 825
ready to do the heavy lifting.
Now, equipped with a lifting magnet, the
821 is assigned only to work alongside the
shear, clearing and stacking for just a few
hours a day.
“Over time, we’ll start to bring the hours
down on it so, in a year or two, it will be
comparable to the other material handlers
its age, in total hours.”
The 825 is now piling on the long hours
loading trucks with its scrap grapple.
“The operators here love it,” Grinstein
reports. “The 825 is a big bad boy, with a
46-ft reach. The cab goes up a little higher
than 821. It stacks higher and has more
lifting capacity. We just had an industrial
load come in, all plate and structural steel
from the oil & gas industry. This truck had
8 pallets loaded on it, each almost 5000
lbs. The 825 didn’t even need to move—it “Beyond the machine”
just picked them up, boom-boom-boom,
SENNEBOGEN recently launched a new
no problem! It’s a heck of a machine! This “beyond the machine” program, repremachine is perfect for us.”
senting the company’s commitment to

machine uptime and customer satisfaction.
Grinstein has seen that ideal in action. “I’m
very impressed. The customer service is
unbelievable. SENNEBOGEN is a major
multi-national company and they worked
with me individually—the one-on-one
attention was awesome.”
“When they sent me the 825, it only had
a ½ yard grapple; today I got the ¾-yard
grapple. I used the ½ yard for 2 months.
They were like ‘We want to get you up &
running; we’ll send you a grapple for now
and then your grapple will come and don’t
worry about it, we’ll look after the cost.’ This
is how unbelievable they are to work with.”
Boris continued, “Let me tell you, I have
been working with Constantino Lannes,
the President, and he said, ‘Here’s my cell
number, call me if you need anything.’
This is the type of company I want to do
business with. Back when I had problems
with my 821, they stepped up and got me
the parts at a wholesale price to get me up
& running. I won’t buy another material
handler from anyone else.”
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Husqvarna introduces a new range
of powerful DXR robots
Husqvarna Construction has
further expanded its offering
for demolition professionals with the launch of a new
range of demolition robots.
This range consists of the
DXR 145, DXR 275, DXR 305
and DXR 315 models.
In all, the four new DXR
models offer on average, a
power increase above 20%.
According to Husqvarna, the
result is more effective and
powerful machines that allow
the user to get more demolition work done, faster.
Complementing this, the

SERVING THE CONSTRUCTION, DEMOLITION & MINING INDUSTRIES FOR OVER 55 YEARS

FEATURING A FULL LINE OF HYDRAULIC ROCK BREAKERS
FOR CARRIERS RANGING FROM 1 TON TO 120 TON CLASS

new machines have functionality that optimises available
power in a way that allows
work to continue at high
power levels, even when the
task gets tougher due to various circumstances—like warm
environments, for example.
With an all-new remote-control unit, Husqvarna
claims that precision operation is easier than ever.
This new unit enables an improved overview of machine
status, which contributes to
increased uptime and productivity.
In addition to this, long
distance remote connection keeps the user safer and
clear of any potential risks.
This enables workers to work
in challenging areas with a
remote control range of up
to 300 m.
Fredrik Linnell, Demolition Director at Husqvarna
Construction expands on this:
“Improving operator safety is
our foremost priority. All our
new DXR models are third
party certified in terms of safety, EMC and functional safety.
At the same time, achieving
high-quality, fast results is

literally in the user’s hands.
More than ever, these new
machines are an extension of
the operator, increasing power
and offering improved control
over the factors that define
how successful the job will be.”
With various multi-tools
and factory installed packages
available, Husqvarna looks to
be able to enhance productivity and areas of application for
its customers.
Also, the new range has
been engineered to facilitate
easier troubleshooting, which
could further reduce downtime.
Fredrik Linnell continues:
“We understand that demolition work can be hot,
uncomfortable and demanding, so during development of
our new DXR range, the focus
has been on how we can make
every working day safer, easier
and more productive for the
user. We believe the results
speak for themselves and that
demolition and construction
professionals will appreciate the new intelligent tech,
smooth operation and high
levels of performance the new
DXR range delivers."

1966 - 2021

Eco-Cycle takes first step toward
electrifying composting fleets
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Shaun Brown
Cell: (613) 532-4823
Office: (613) 542-1500
shaun_brown@tramac.com

Montreal Office:
(888) 663-8122
3421 Industriel Boulevard, Laval,
Que. H7L 4S3

Quebec City Office:
(418) 877-5557
1711 rte de L’aeroport #4,
L’ancienne Lorette, Que. G2G 2P4

Mack Trucks has announced
that Eco-Cycle, one of the largest non-profit recyclers and
Zero Waste organizations
in North America, recently
ordered a Mack LR Electric battery electric vehicle
(BEV)—the first BEV that
Eco-Cycle will add to its fleet.
The announcement was
made during an event with
Colorado Gov. Jared Polis
and other state and local officials, Eco-Cycle, Bruckner’s
Truck Equipment and Mack
representatives at University
Corporation for Atmospheric
Research (UCAR) in Boulder,
Colorado.
“We congratulate Eco-Cycle
for setting a new bar and becoming the nation’s first in the
composting industry to operate a battery-electric vehicle,”
said Jonathan Randall, Mack
senior vice president of sales
and operations.
Featuring twin electric
motors offering 448 continuous horsepower and 4,051
lb.-ft. of peak output torque
from zero RPM, the Mack
LR Electric is offered with a
two-speed Mack Powershift

transmission, Mack mRIDE™
suspension and Mack’s proprietary S462R 46,000-pound
rear axles.
“Eco-Cycle is excited to
partner with Mack and their
global leadership in our
transition to EV collection
vehicles, said Suzanne Jones,
Eco-Cycle executive director.
“Mack has developed not only
a cutting-edge EV truck, but
their depth of understanding
of the challenges of innovation
make them an exceptional
collaborator. From the extensive testing of the LR Electric,
to the collaboration with
Bruckner’s, the local dealer,
Mack has built a platform that
we are certain will enable our
collective success.”
Eco-Cycle volunteers
brought curbside recycling
to Boulder in 1976, making the
city one of the first 20 in the
US to offer curbside recycling.
The Mack LR Electric will help
Eco-Cycle achieve another
“first,” leading the transition
toward electric-powered fleets
for haulers, particularly in the
waste, recycling and composting industry.
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LOOKING BACK AT DEMOLITION
By HCEA Canada
Pictured here, in 1962, is
a Link-Belt LS 108 crawler
crane in Winnipeg, Manitoba.
The Winnipeg City Hall
had to come down in order
to allow construction of the
new one & it was determined
that the demolition would be
done by wrecking ball.
In the 1950s, most demolition projects utilized cranes,
wrecking balls and clam buckets. The process worked well
with the equipment available.
However, the problem was
that most debris ended up in
the local landfill.
With the introduction of the
hydraulic excavator in the late1960s, demolition contractors
saw a need for attachments
like the hydraulic hammers
and breakers.
Along came environmental
recycling in earnest, and the
wrecking ball was no longer
the primary way to take down
a building.
Today, excavators equipped
with shears, pulverisers
and grapples are seen on
most demo sites; dedicated
high-reach excavators are
engineered to go even higher yet, and the demolition of
an overpass bridge in under
twenty-four hours is now
common thanks to these in-
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The undersigned Auction company has been commissioned by MNP LTD. court
appointed receiver of National Structures 2011 Inc. (the “Company”), to market
and sell all assets of the Company. Assets are being sold on an as is, where is
basis, without warranty or any other representations. The Receiver reserves the
right to sell any or all or add assets in advance of the auction.
TRUCKS: 2020 Kenworth T880, t/a Highway Tractor, 147 kms; 2009 Kenworth
T370, t/a 16’ Dump truck, 565 kms; 2008 Kenworth T300, t/a 16’ Dump truck,
427 kms; 2004 Kenworth T300 truck w/Trinity Crash absorber & arrow board;
1999 Kenworth T800 t/a Highway tractor, 235 kms; 2005 Mack Granite, t/a
Dump truck, 262 kms; 2007 Ford F550, s/a Dump truck, 157 kms; 2006 Ford
F550 Service truck, w/Miller welder & air compressor, 256 kms; (12) Ford Pickups, 2006-2019, various kms
TRAILERS: 1999 Deckx CFD 900, t/a 48’ step deck; 1989 triaxle detachable float;
2015 t/a 20’ flatbed; 2018 Stealth 12’ vnose cargo; 2015 Haulmark, 14’ cargo;
2001 Landscape t/a 16’
novated attachments.
The Link-Belt LS 108 was a
45 ton (40.82 tonne) capacity
crawler crane with a maximum boom length of 130 ft
(39.62 m) along with a 30 ft
(9.4 m) jib. The truck crane
version was known as the HC
108. Usually it was powered
by a 4-71N Detroit Diesel in
the 150 hp range, although
Caterpillar & Cummins engines were also available.
By the early 1940s, Link-Belt
had pioneered hydraulic operator controls, which greatly
reduced operator fatigue.
By the 1950s, Link-Belt
had opened a branch plant
in Woodstock, Ontario that
manufactured many of the LS
& HC series cranes to service
the Canadian market.
In the late 1960s, the plant

EXCAVATORS: 2019 Doosan DX140 (1331 hrs); 2006 Komatsu PC228USLC
(3129 hrs); 2007 Komatsu PC78MR (2722 hrs); 2006 Komatsu PC138USLC;
large quantity of attachments: swivel buckets; ditching buckets; tamper; breaker;
2019 Dawson 450 mounted vibro double sheeting clamp

also built the Link-Belt LS
4000 and the popular LS 5000
hydraulic excavators.
Fortunately, the Historical
Construction Equipment Association (HCEA Canada) has
two Link-Belt crawler cranes
in their antique equipment
collection generously donated
by McNally Construction Ltd,
based in Hamilton, Ontario.
HCEA Canada is looking
forward to its 2022 events.
Check the website for updates:
www.hceacanada.org.
To see over 60 restored
pieces of vintage construction equipment, be sure to
attend HCEA Canada’s events,
‘Wheels & Tracks in Motion’,
in June and the ‘Last Blast’ in
October, held at Simcoe County Museum, a proud Heritage
Partner of HCEA Canada.

EQUIPMENT: 2016 Hydra Platform HP 35 Bridge; (2) Kubota (2019-2020)
SSV75 skidsteers (570-610 hrs); 2006 Bobcat S250 skidsteer (4473 hrs); 2008
JCB 508C telehandler; 1999 Case D3CXL Dozer (7605 hrs); 1989 Gallion Grader;
2019 JD 1025R tractor, w/cab, loader, mower & blower (83 hrs); 2005 Genielift
Z45/25, 4x4 manlift; 2000 Skyjack SJ8841 Sizzorlift, 41’; 2003 Case 570 MXT
loader (7600 hrs); 2017 BW 1200-K shot blaster w/BH12 blast head (91 hrs);
Graco Linelazer 3400 EZ Bead system
MISC ITEMS: 2016 site trailer, 10x30’; 2015 site trailer, 10x30’; 2015 Site trailer
10x24’; (5) 20 cu yd dumpsters; 24’ roll off flat rack; 600 GTS Greenthaw system; Super Tseries silent pump 6” on skids; Multiequip LS500 concrete pump;
(2) Marathon tarpots; Crafco tarpot; Allentown group pump; Bobcat 6’ sweeper;
Bobcat HB74 sweeper; (2) portable 4” pumps; (4) portable light stands; (2)
Wacker packers; (6) Wacker packer gen sets; 12’ snowpusher; (4) 1000L fuel
cubes; (6) Solar traffic signals – 2 head
This is our monthly consignment auction so there will be many other consignments check the website for pictures and more details.

Viewing: March 10 – 16 9 am to 4 pm
View all items online at rideauauctions.com
Rideau Auctions Inc. 613-774-7000





 









        


       
For more information about this premier event, please contact:

MARK CUSACK,  
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New Powerscreen Titan range packs a big punch
Powerscreen has launched its new Titan range, a new
range of secondary scalping screens that provide a
cost-effective solution in high volume, smaller sized, or
recycling applications.
The Titan range, which includes the Titan 600, Titan
1300 and Titan 2300, is a simplification of Powerscreen’s
high-performing Warrior range, using key features customers love about the Warrior machines and tailoring
them to a different section of the market.
Sean Loughran, Business Line Director of Powerscreen
explains, “As we continue to review the global market,
we are seeing a split in the applications in which our
Warrior range is being used. While some are screening
large sized materials, others are being used as secondary scalpers, such as after a crusher, or in the recycling
market—screening topsoil, C&D waste and biomass
materials. The Titan range has been specifically designed with the customer, for the customer as a more
cost-effective machine to cater for those secondary or
recycling screening applications. It has both a range of
features and unrivalled performance that will increase
the bottom line of any of its owners.”

Titan 1300
The Titan 1300 packs a punch while having a compact
footprint for ease of transport. Comprising an extra-large
capacity twin drive feeder at the rear of the machine with
an 1100mm feeder belt, the feeder comes with hydraulically
folding extensions to allow for side loading of the machine,
can withstand heavy loads due to having impact bars under
the belt in place of impact rollers, and has a folding rear
door to allow for maximum versatility.
The highly aggressive screenbox has an impressive total
screening area of 10m2 or 13.1yd2. Complete with a variable angle to allow for tailoring of the machine to various
applications, the screen also has a lift-up functionality at
discharge to ensure quick and efficient mesh changes, of
which there is a huge range available as well as other media
including punch plate, 3D punch plate and finger screen.
Side conveyors have wide fines belts and excellent stockpiling height to rival any other comparable machine on the
market. A single lever set up results in a very quick set up
time, and while the side conveyors can be configured as
either standard or fully reverse from the factory, they can
also be fully configured onsite to allow both conveyors out
of the same side of the machine.
Each conveyor has its own independent speed control,
to tailor each conveyor to its loading. Meanwhile, the Titan
1300’s tail conveyor has the optimum combination of rollers
and impact slips for durability while maximising the power
draw of the machine, and has a fold to minimise transport
length, fitting onto the smallest of European trailers.

Titan 2300
The Titan 2300 is a completely new machine to Powerscreen in terms of concept and design, encompassing
the largest belt feeder in any of the Powerscreen range at
1500mm (60”), with twin gear box drive and a combination of impact bars and impact rollers for optimum power
usage. It also has the steepest hopper ever designed by
Powerscreen to enable ease of emptying without bridging,

AUTHORIZED
DISTRIBUTOR

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT RENTAL
DOZERS - LOADERS - BACKHOES - ROLLERS

CUSTOMER SERVICE

ALL MAKES • ALL MODELS • ALL PARTS

1-800-463-6581

info@transquebec-diesel.ca

TARTEN EQUIPMENT LIMITED
6199 Shawson Drive Mississauga, ON L5T 1E5
Phone: 905 670 1704
Fax: 905 670 4790
Toll Free: 1 888 670 1704
WWW.TARTEN.COM
COMMITTED TO SERVICE EXCELLENCE SINCE 1976

with an eye specifically on the recycling market. The body of
the hopper is manufactured with wear resistant steel and a
rear folding door to take a crusher feed. A low speed feeder
is fitted as standard, with a medium speed option for low
density material which, while sacrificing some torque, can
run at up to 50% faster than standard.
As with all Powerscreen screens, the heart of the machine
is within the screenbox itself.
Neil Robinson, Product and Applications Manager, Powerscreen explains, “Using our expertise gained from our last
few projects such as the Warrior 2100, the Chieftain 2200
and the Chieftain 1700X, together with a mix of computer
based design and analysis and real world testing, we have
crafted a screenbox that will match and exceed any similar
sized single shaft screen in the market. Using a high specification drive, the machine is able to take on a wide range
of applications from smaller direct feeder, secondary feed
after a crusher to light weight recycling market.”
The machine also has an adjustable screen angle, with
media options include mesh (both woven and welded),
punch plate, 3D punch plate, finger screens and finger and
punch plate combination. Finally, the Titan 2300 has full
access walkways down both sides of the screenbox, uniquely
designed to be fully regulatory compliant.
Hybrid Dual Power is also available on the Titan 2300,
being powered using standard diesel or connected to an
external electricity supply once the machine has been set-up.
The side conveyors are standardised at 1050mm (42”) plain
belts, with chevron belts also available if required. With a
generous stockpiling height, the plant is fully customisable
both in the field and from the factory with conveyors that
can be reversed, can be discharged on the same side, or
can be converted to a two-way split.
To cater for the recycling market, there is an option for
magnetic head drums on all three conveyors to carry the
metallic material back down the conveyor and away from
the stockpile. The tail conveyor features a 1600mm chevron
belt, the widest in the Powerscreen range, with a combination of impact slips and rollers as standard to remove the
need for full length skirting and reduce the power draw of
the conveyor.
Similar to the Titan 1300, the large tracks of the Titan 2300
ensure a stable working platform but has a high tracking
speed to allow highest versatility onsite.

Testing
Both the Titan 1300 and Titan 2300 have undergone
rigorous testing in various applications to ensure that they
excel in every job it is placed in. The Titan 1300 has worked
on a sand and gravel application in Germany, while the
Titan 2300 has surpassed expectations in various quarries
throughout Ireland as well as in a biomass application.
Sean Keenan, Applications Training Manager said,
“Overall it’s fair to say that our customers have seen the
Titan machines enabling them to process higher volume of
quality material when compared to their previous units.”
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Aquajet launches patented “Infinity”
oscilation in new hydrodemoltion robot
Aquajet has introduced its
newest hydrodemolition
robot—the Aqua Cutter 750V.
The new model launches
Aquajet’s patented Infinity
oscillation, which moves
the water jet in an infinity—
or figure-eight—pattern,
removing more concrete in
a single pass while reducing
shadowing, eliminating the
risk of pipe holes and providing an ideal bonding surface.
The 750V also features the
next generation Evolution 3.0
Control System that includes
new functions, including the
ability to automatically calculate optimal settings for lance
motion for greater precision
and efficiency.
Like all Aqua Cutter Robots, the 750V cleans and
descales rebar without causing micro fracturing. It also
maintains exceptional horizontal, vertical and overhead
reach, making it suitable for
a wide variety of concrete
removal tasks, such as renovation and bridge and road
repair.
“Aquajet has always been
at the forefront of hydrodemolition innovation,” said
Roger Simonsson, Aquajet
managing director. “Infinity
oscillation is the next technological evolution, and it is
changing how hydrodemolition contractors think about
productivity. In the coming
years, we will see it replacing
rotating lances and similar
tools to become the new industry standard. With the
productivity gains realized
during customer testing, the
Aqua Cutter 750V is a significant advancement for
hydrodemolition.”
The new machine offers
constant lance motion in an
infinity pattern, rather than
the standard wave pattern
that has natural fluctuations
in speed. The continuous
movement of the infinity
pattern allows the 750V to
remove more material in
a single pass, significantly
reducing shadowing and
making it unnecessary to
follow-up with hand lancing. The consistent motion
also increases the digging
effect and virtually eliminates pipe holes, resulting in
a superior bonding surface
and increased productivity.
Another benefit is the constant, low noise that is less
disruptive in urban areas
and other noise-sensitive
environments.
“Do you know what this
level of performance means?”
asked Alessandro Campa,
managing director of Atümat,
Aquajet’s distributor in Switzerland, when he saw the 750V
operate for the first time. “It’s
the biggest revolution in the
history of hydrodemolition.”

The Aqua Cutter 750V
shares several similarities
with Aquajet’s innovative
Ergo System. The infinity
power head has Ergo-style
spring-tensioned rollers and
quick connection to the roller
beam.
Also, it uses absolute
sensors, which means it automatically adjusts at the touch
of a button.
With a larger roller width
and a new triangulated base
frame for improved stability,
the infinity power head contributes to precision while
improving the hydodemolition result.
As part of the design, the
Aqua Cutter 750V also includes an upgraded version of
the Evolution Control System.
First released in 2004, this
control system still features
Aquajet’s patented Equal Distance System (EDS) as well as
the ability to cut shapes and
remove concrete at different depths in the same pass.
The new version ratchets up
its performance even more
with an oscillation menu that
automatically calculates optimal settings for the operator.
So, not only can this maximize production from the
machine, but it can also prevent miscalculations from
manual adjustments.
Furthermore, another key
feature is remote start and
stop of the diesel engine
through radio remote control.
This makes it possible for the
operator to stop or start the
robot from a safe distance
and eliminating the need for
the machine to run all day.
In addition, the machine
will automatically shut down
if there’s no activity for a certain amount of time, saving
battery power.
The engine control on the
750V offers increased power
thanks to the automatic
speed-controlled throttle
that automatically adapts
RPMs to the load. According to Aquajet, this improves
sustainability with lower fuel
consumption and emissions.
The Evolution 3.0 Control
System uses a visual status
light to show the state of the
machine with different colors. This allows operators to
easily see when the machine
is working correctly, when it
needs attention and when
automatic functions or the
engine have stopped.
The 750V also offers a
new level of performance
with Aquajet’s precision
drive. Aquajet claims that
this technology provides
highly accurate hydraulic
movements, eliminating the
inconsistencies that compromise the result.
In automatic mode, the
robot’s lance is highly con-

trolled and always keeps the
water jet in the ideal position,
which is key to achieving a
perfect Hydrodemolition
result.
With an all-new tracked
system, the 750V is
smooth-driving, similar to
a car.
The smooth motion can
increase service life by eliminating bounces that can
compromise components
and improves the accuracy
of nozzle distance to surface,
further improving precision.
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NEW HIRES & APPOINTMENTS IN THE HEAVY EQUIPMENT INDUSTRY

JLG hires new director of product management for scissor, vertical and low-level access lifts
JLG Industries, Inc. has announced
that Bob Begley has joined the
company as director of product
management for scissor, vertical
and low-level access lifts.
In this role, Begley is responsible
for the company’s multi-generational product plan, as well as
driving the direction and implementation of its go-to-market
strategies.
“Within the last few years, JLG
has taken big leaps in the evolution of its aerial lift portfolio,
incorporating exciting new design
changes and introducing new specialty models, including all-electric,
lightweight and indoor-only options,” says Begley. “Many of these
progressive design changes were

customer-driven and focused on
productivity. And, that work continues today.”
Begley says that, stepping into
this role, he and his team will continue to work with customers to
gather feedback, as well as observe
first-hand how JLG® machines are
being used on job sites. These inputs help us identify application
challenges that will fuel future customer-inspired innovations.
“We take this approach seriously,” he says, “By closely working with
customers throughout the product
development cycle, we ensure that
the JLG brand is developing and
delivering advancements across
our product lines that drive tangible
value on job sites.”

Begley notes that his team is also
focused on highlighting product
enhancements across all three of
the product lines he is responsible
for to provide users with a similar
experience, regardless of what
machine they are using. This will
continue to improve the overall
customer experience with JLG
equipment.
Also, he adds that the ongoing
evolution of equipment through
innovative, integrated technologies, will continue to drive
productivity and safety improvements on JLG scissor lift, vertical
lift and low-level access lifts.
Prior to joining JLG, Begley held
various product management
roles with Blaw-Knox Construc-

tion Equipment Corporation,
Volvo Construction Equipment
and Ingersoll-Rand. Before getting
into the construction industry,
Begley served in the United States
Navy.
Begley’s education includes an
ASAST in Nuclear Engineering
Technology from Thomas Edison State University, a BSME
i n Me c ha n i ca l E n g i n e e r i n g
from Youngstown State University and a Master’s in Business
Administration from Indiana University—Kelley School of Business
Together with his director of
product management peers, Ara
Eckel, Daliborka (Dali) Ribeiro
and Nate Hoover, Begley will focus
on fulfilling the company’s mis-

Bob Begley
sion to elevate access across three
pillars: Safety, Productivity and
Technology.

Philippi-Hagenbuch introduces new business development manager
Philippi-Hagenbuch, Inc.
has introduced Aaron Boyce
as a business development
manager with an emphasis
on mining.
Boyce will work with mining and aggregate customers
in the western regions of the
United States and Canada as
well as niche clients across
the United States.
With a vision to grow Philippi-Hagenbuch’s footprint
within the mining industry
and expand annual sales
and special products, Boyce
will partner one-on-one
with new and existing clients
to provide the equipment
and services they need to
maximize the profitability
of their operations.
“Learning about the
unique condition of every
mining operation is something I’ve always enjoyed,”
said Boyce. “I am excited to
work alongside customers to
examine how they are using
their equipment and find
innovative ways to maximize
their productivity.”

Boyce has had a lifelong
interest in mining operations. He brings 21 years
of industry experience to his
role at Philippi-Hagenbuch
and a broad, yet in-depth
knowledge of the coal,
aggregates, industrial minerals, precious metals and
contract mining industries.
His previous role was the
director of business development and technical
services for a contract mining company, where he was
responsible for estimating
costs of new projects as well
as managing contracts and
commercial terms for new
customers and contract
renewals. He also has experience supervising aerial
surveying and inventory
management programs.
“Aaron’s well-rounded
and practical experience
aligns with our vision to
provide customers with personalized equipment that
will ultimately improve their
day-to-day efficiency,” said
Josh Swank, Philippi-Hagen-

Kurt Hollinger

Volvo Trucks North appoints Vice President

Aaron Boyce
buch vice president of sales
and marketing. “He has the
expertise to identify and
implement customized solutions that are the hallmark of
Philippi-Hagenbuch.”
Boyce resides in Phoenix,
Arizona with his wife and
children. He is originally
from Utah, where he studied mining engineering at
the University of Utah and

then went on to receive his
MBA from Washington State
University.
“ I a m c o n f i d e nt t hat
my new role will open up
doors to use my skills and
expertise to help solve the
challenges that operations,
maintenance and engineering managers face every
day,” Boyce said.

Kurt Hollinger has been
appointed Vice President
of National Accounts for
Volvo Trucks North America. He will lead new truck
sales through the brand’s
National Accounts Sales
Channel, working closely
with the National Account
Managers, select Volvo
Trucks dealerships and
customers.
Kurt is a senior sales professional with 30 years of
experience within Volvo
Group North America,

having served as National
Account Manager before
becoming leader of the National Leasing team.
He joined the Volvo
Trucks North America organization in the sales and
marketing department in
1992 and most recently
served as Vice President of
National Leasing.
In his new role, Kurt will
be part of the management
team reporting to Peter
Voorhoeve, President, Volvo
Trucks North America.

The Ontario Road Builders’ Association names Kevin Machej as 2022 President
The Ontario Road Builders’ Association (ORBA)
elected Kevin Machej,
Executive Vice President,
Strategy, Development
and Partnership Ventures
at CRH Canada as president of the Association
during it’s 95th Annual
General Meeting (AGM).
The AGM took place on
January 28 virtually during
the ORBA 2022 Summit.
Mr. Machej is taking over

the helm of ORBA’s Board
of Directors from Rocky
Coco who served as ORBA’s
President from January 28,
2021, through January 27,
2022.
“Since 1927, ORBA has
been the voice of the road
building industry and
has grown to become a
great organization with
a solid foundation and
world class members. As
we look into the future,

we have an exciting journey ahead of us,” said Mr.
Machej. “I will work with
our members and stakeholders to strengthen our
relationships with all levels
of government, Federal,
Provincial and Municipal
as a partner and collaborator and in the business
of keeping Ontario moving
forward.”
Kevin has been working
in the building materials

industry since he started
more than 25 years ago at
the St. Lawrence Cement
Mississauga Plant, a sister
company of Dufferin Construction.
Over the years he had the
opportunity to grow and
work with all of Dufferin’s
businesses from concrete,
to aggregates, and now
construction. He has had
14 different jobs, lived in
3 countries and worked in

everything from IT, finance,
strategy and finally construction.
“I am ver y pleased to
pass the President’s gavel
on to Kevin,” said Rocky
C o c o. “ Ke v i n b r i n g s a
unique set of skills and a
wealth of knowledge to
the road building industry.
His experience in finance,
operations and strategy is a
boon to the Association.”
Kevin Machej
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Parts • Service • Training • Application Specialists • Flexible Financing • Attachments
Learn more about our commitment to our customers

+1-704-347-4910

sennebogen-na.com/beyond-the-machine

CONTACT A SENNEBOGEN DEALER IN YOUR AREA
Prince Edward Island

Newfoundland and Labrador

Ontario

Strongco
Prince Edward Island (902) 468-5010

Strongco
Mount Pearl, NL

www.strongco.com

www.strongco.com

Nova Scotia

Quebec

Strongco
Ottawa, ON
1-800-822-3308
Sudbury, ON
(705) 692-0552
Thunder Bay, ON
(807) 475-3052
www.strongco.com

Strongco
Dartmouth, NS

(902) 468-5010

www.strongco.com

New Brunswick
Strongco
Moncton, NB
www.strongco.com

(506) 857-8425

Strongco
Baie-Comeau, QC
Chicoutimi, QC
St-Augustin, QC
Trois-Rivieres, QC
Val d’Or, QC
www.strongco.com

(709) 747-4026

1-866-996-3091
1-800-323-1724
1-800-463-2662
1-855-840-0828
1-800-561-4192

Top Lift Enterprises, Inc.
St-Laurent, QC
(514) 335-2953
www.toplift.com

22-SEN-0201.17 CO-OP EJ Demolition 10.375x15.25 4C.indd 1

Top Lift Enterprises, Inc.
Bolton, ON
(905) 857-5200
Stoney Creek, ON (905) 662-4137
www.toplift.com

Manitoba
Westcon Equipment & Rentals Ltd.
Winnipeg, MB
1-800-453-2435
www.westconequip.ca

sennebogen-na.com

Saskatchewan

British Columbia

Redhead Equipment
Estevan, SK
(306) 634-4788
Lloydminster, SK (306) 825-3434
Melfort, SK
(306) 752-2273
North Battleford, SK (306) 445-8128
Prince Albert, SK
(306) 763-6454
Regina, SK
(306) 721-2666
Saskatoon, SK
(306) 934-3555
Swift Current, SK (306) 773-2951

Great West Equipment
Campbell River, BC (250) 286-0123
Cranbrook, BC
(250) 426-6778
Fort St. John, BC
(250) 785-4223
Kamloops, BC
(250) 372-3996
Nanaimo, BC
(250) 716-8804
Prince George, BC (250) 612-0255
Surrey, BC
(604) 882-5051
Terrace, BC
(250) 635-9033
Vernon, BC
(250) 549-4232
Williams Lake, BC (250) 392-9599

www.redheadequipment.ca

Alberta

Strongco
Acheson, AB
Calgary, AB
Fort McMurray, AB
Grande Prairie, AB
Red Deer, AB
www.strongco.com

www.gwequipment.com
1-877-948-3515
1-800-342-6523
1-855-799-4201
1-888-513-9919
1-866-950-3473
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EQUIPMENT YOU CAN COUNT ON,
FROM PEOPLE YOU CAN TRUST
2014 CAT D6N LGP
3,786 HRS, 6 WAY BLADE, A/C, MULTI
SHANK RIPPER..

$250,000

Since 1946

Our loyal customers are one of the reasons we’ve
been in business for 75 years. As we commemorate
our 75th anniversary, we would like to thank
Hamilton Construction for a strong partnership
that has lasted over half a century!

2017 CAT D6K2 LGP 2,360 HRS, 6 WAY
BLADE, A/C.
ASKING $199,000

2015 CAT 335F LCR 4,780 HRS, 10'6"
STICK, 33" PADS, Q/C, AUTO LUBE.
ASKING $259,000

2015 CAT 349FL 6,036 HOURS,
12'10"STICK, 36" PADS, Q/C, OWNED
BY HUB SINCE NEW.
CALL

(2) 2019/20 HITACHI ZX225 USLC-6
FROM 1921 HOURS.
CALL

NEW 2022 CAT 335 AUX HYD., Q/C,
LONG STICK.
FOR RENT

2018 JOHN DEERE 700K LGP LOW
HRS, WINCH.
FOR RENT

2016 CAT 950M 4,000 HRS, GP
BUCKET, 23.5R25 TIRES.
CALL

2019 DYNAPAC CA3500 396
HRS, DEMO , 84” SMOOTH DRUM,
CUMMINS, A/C.
CALL

2018 CAT 938K 3010 HRS, Q/C, 3RD
VALVE, 20.5R25, AVAIL W/ SP BUCKET,
FORKS & SIDE DUMP. FOR RENT

NEW 2022 CAT 950M GP BUCKET,
FORKS, FUSION, 3RD VALVE, 23.5R25
TIRES, NEW SIDE DUMP BKT AVAIL.
FOR RENT

2014 CAT D3K2 LGP 3,100 HRS, 6
WAY BLADE W/ POWER TILT, SWEEPS,
A/C, WINCH.
SALE PENDING

( 3 ) NEW KOMATSU HM300-5
TAILGATE, HEATED BOX, 23.5R25
MICHELIN TIRES.
FOR RENT

2019 VOLVO ECR355EL 34”PADS
10’ STICK, BLADE, AUX. HYD., Q/C.
FOR RENT

2017 CAT 320FL - 2700 HRS, NEW
Q/C, L/S, AUX. HYD.
FOR RENT

2017 CAT 313FL 1353 HRS, A/C,
AUX. HYD., Q/C.
FOR RENT

2018 CAT 325F LCR 9'6" STICK,
PIN GRABBER COUPLER, HP TOOL
CONTROL, 31" PADS.
FOR RENT

2019 CAT 315FL 1075 HRS, BLADE,
Q/C, 16'3" BOOM, 9'10" STOCK, 28"
PADS, AUX. HYD.
FOR RENT

2018 CAT 308E2 CR - 1248 HRS, HYD.
THUMB, Q/C, BKT, RUBBER BELTS.
FOR RENT

2009 SULLAIR 1600H 4557 HRS,
CAT C15, 150PSI ASKING $63,500

2019 LBX 250X4 LONG FRONT
1360 HOURS, 60' BOOM, A/C, ISUZU
POWER.
FOR RENT

416-236-5425
60 N. Queen St.,
Toronto, ON M8Z ZC4

hubequipment.com

RENTALS

SALES
EVAN
TZARAS

etzaras@hubequipment.com

(416) 720-6280

ALEX
STEVENSON

astevenson@hubequipment.com

(647) 965-4943

DARYL
MACLENNAN

rentals@hubequipment.com

(416) 930-6757

